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MORPHISMS, LINE BUNDLES AND MODULI SPACES
IN REAL ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
by J. BOGHNAK, W. KUGHARZ and R. SILHOL*

1. Introduction
In the present article we investigate regular maps between real algebraic varieties
and vector bundles on real algebraic varieties. The term real algebraic variety designates
a locally ringed space isomorphic to a Zariski locally closed subset ofP^R), for some n,
endowed with the Zariski topology and the sheaf of R-valued regular functions. Morphisms between real algebraic varieties are called regular maps. An equivalent description
of real algebraic varieties can be obtained using reduced quasiprojective schemes over R.
Given such a scheme SE, let ^(R) denote its set of R-rational points. If ^(R) is Zariski
dense in S', then we regard it as a real algebraic variety whose structure sheaf is the
restriction of the structure sheaf of 3E\ up to isomorphism, each real algebraic variety
is of this form. Note that ^*(R) is always contained in an affine open subset of ^*, and
hence each real algebraic variety is isomorphic to a Zariski closed subvariety of R7*,
for some n. Every real algebraic variety carries also the Euclidean topology, that is,
the topology induced by the usual metric topology on R. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all topological notions related to real algebraic varieties will refer to the Euclidean
topology.
Given two nonsingular real algebraic varieties X and Y, with X always assumed
to be compact, we regard the set ^(X, Y) of all regular maps from X into Y as a subset
of the space ^°°(X, Y) of all ^ maps from X into Y, endowed with the <^00 topology,
cf. [16]. The main object of our interest is the set
^(X, Y) = the closure of ^(X, Y) in ^°°(X, Y).
In other words, we investigate which <^00 maps from X into Y can be approximated

by regular maps. Of course, a precursor of this problem is the classical Stone-Weierstrass
* The first two authors were partially supported by NATO Collaborative Research Grants Programme,
CRG 960011. The second author was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-9503138. The third author was
partially supported by EC HCM plan ERBCHRXCT 93-408.
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approximation theorem, where Y == R. The set ^S(X, Y) has already been studied
in [1, 2, 4, 5, 9], and related problems have been addressed in [3, 7, 10, 21]. The case
where Y is the unit circle is completely elucidated in [5]. In this paper we deal almost
exclusively with maps into the unit 2-sphere
S2 ={ (^, z) eR3 | x2 +y + ^ = 1 }.
The approximation problem for maps into S2 is closely tied to the theory of C-line
bundles admitting an algebraic structure. Recall that a topological C-line bundle ^
on X is said to admit an algebraic structure if there exists an invertible ^(X, C)-module P,
where C is identified with R2 and regarded as a real algebraic variety, such that the
C-line bundle Sp on X associated with P in the usual way (Serre-Swan [27, 31]) is
topologically isomorphic to S- Equivalently, ^ admits an algebraic structure if and only
if it is topologically isomorphic to an algebraic C-vector subbundle of the trivial C-vector
bundle on X with total space X x C^ for some k [10]. We denote by VB^(X) the group
of isomorphism classes of topological C-line bundles on X, with group operation induced
by tensor product of C-line bundles. Since X is compact, the subgroup VB^_^(X)
of VB^(X) that consists of the isomorphism classes of topological C-line bundles on X
admitting an algebraic structure is canonically isomorphic to the Picard group
Pic(^(X, C)) of isomorphism classes of invertible ^(X, C)-modules [1, Proposition 12.6.4]. We shall now explain how ^S(X, S2) and VB^^X) are related to
the N^ron-Severi group.
Given an yz-dimensional smooth projective scheme i^ over C, we regard its set
of C-rational points V^(C) as a complex manifold and denote by H^(^(C), Z) the
subgroup of H^Y^C), Z) that consists of the cohomology classes Poincar^ dual to the
homology classes in ^.^(^(C), Z) represented by divisors on ^. As usual,
^(^(G)? z) ^ identified with the N^ron-Severi group of V. If X is a smooth projective
scheme over R, we put 9E^ = SE x n C and do not distinguish between ^c(C) and
the set ^(C) of C-rational points of 3;. Thus, in particular, the group H^(^(C), Z)
is defined. Note that ^(R) can be viewed as the set of fixed points of the action of the
Galois group Gal(C/R) on ^(C). By the resolution of singularities theorem [15], there
exists a smooth projective scheme 3C over R such that X and ^*(R) are isomorphic as
real algebraic varieties. Identifying X with ^*(R), we set
Hi_^(X, Z) = H2^) (H^(C), Z)),
where i: Xc-^ ^(C) is the inclusion map. Throughout the paper, given a nonnegative
integer k and a continuous map <p: S -> T between topological spaces, we let
?(9) : IP(T, Z) -> ?(8, Z) denote the induced homomorphism. One easily sees that
the subgroup Hi_^(X, Z) ofH^X, Z) does not depend on the choice of 3; [10, p. 278].
The importance of the group H|_g^(X, Z) stems from the following, already known
result [10, Remark 5.4], [9, Proposition 2.2].
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Theorem 1.0.— Let X be a compact mnsingular real algebraic variety. Then the canonical
isomorphism

^.•VBCT^H^X.Z),
induced by the first Chem class, maps VBc_^(X) onto H^(X, Z). Furthermore, given a
w
"wpf'- X -»-S2, the/allowing conditions are equivalent:
a)fis in ^(X,S2);
b) f is homotopic to a regular map from X into S2;
c) HV)^) is in H^^X, Z), where K is a generator of H^S2, Z) s Z.

Let us examine more closely the case where X is a surface, which will play a special
role in our considerations. Denote by ^(X) the set ofhomotopy classes [/] of ^f" maps
f: X -»• S2. By Hopf's theorem, the map
^ : ^(X) ^ H2(X, Z),

^([/]) = HV) (K)

is bijective and we endow ^(X) with group structure so that ^ becomes an isomorphism.
The group TC^X) is known in topology as the second cohomotopy group of X, cf. [17].
It follows from Theorem 1.0 that the image of
^(X) = { [/] 6 ^(X) |/e ^(X, S2) }

under ^ is precisely Hi_^(X,Z). In particular, 7^(X) is a subgroup of ^(X) that
determines completely ^(X, S2). If X is connected and orientable, then ^(X) is
isomorphic to Z and, in turn, the subgroup T^(X) is determined completely by a single
numerical invariant b(X), which is a unique nonnegative integer satisfying
b(X) ^(X) = T^(X).

Clearly, b(X) = 1 if and only if the set ^(X, S2) is dense in ^°°(X, S2). Similarly,
b{X) = 0 if and only if every regular map from X into S2 is null homotopic. More
generally, a ^°° map /: X ^ S2 belongs to <^(X, S2) if and only if the topological
degree deg(/) of/, computed with respect to some fixed orientations on X and S2
is a multiple of &(X).
'
Before stating new results of this paper, let us briefly review a few known facts
concerning ^(X, S2) and VB^(X) in order to give the reader an idea of diversity
of occurring phenomena. Recall that a nonsingular real algebraic variety diffeomorphic
to a ^co manifold M is called an algebraic model of M. Every closed ^ manifold admits
uncountably many pail-wise biregularly nonisomorphic algebraic models [6]. The
following facts are known:
(i) Every closed ^°° manifold M has an algebraic model X such that ^(X S2)
is dense in ^°(X, S2) and VB^(X) = VB^(X) [8, Theorem 1.2].
(n) A closed connected ^co surface M has the property that for every algebraic
model X of M the set ^(X, S2) is dense in ^(X, S2) if and only if M is nonorientable
and of odd genus [4, Theorem 2].
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(iii) For every closed connected orientable ^ surface M and every nonnegative
integer b there exists an algebraic model X of M with 6(X) = b [9, Theorem 1.1].
(iv) Orientable algebraic surfaces X in P^R) with 7r^(X) = 0 are generic in
the following sense. Let °K be a smooth subscheme of Pg defined by a homogeneous
polynomial of degree at least 4, whose all coefficients are algebraically independent
over %. By [II], the N&on-Severi group H^(^(C), Z) of ^c is generated by the
cohomology class of a hyperplane section of °E^ in P^. It follows that if ^(R) is nonempty
and orientable, then Hi_^(^(R), Z) = 0 [10, Lemma 4.5], and hence ^(^(R)) = 0.
(v) If S^ is the Fermat 2-dimensional sphere of degree 2n, that is,
S2n

==

{ (^ ^ ^ R3 I ^n +fn + ^n == 1 },

then ^(S^.S2) is dense in ^(S^, S2) [4, Theorem 4.5]. In particular, "generic 95
cannot be omitted in (iv).
(vi) If F^ is the real Fermat curve in P^R) defined by ^ +./ == ^,
then 6(Fi X Fi) = ^(Fg X Fg) = 0, &(F^ X FJ = 1 if k is odd and A > 1, and
1 ^ b(Fj, X Ffc) ^ 2 if yfe is even and A > 2 [9, Example 1.14]. We shall show in this
paper that actually b{F^ X F4) = 2, cf. Example 4.17.
(vii) Let X = ^i(R) X . . . X <^(R), where ^, . . . , < ? „ are elliptic curves
over R, n ^ 2. Both VBc_aig(X) and ^(X, S2) are explicitly described in [7, 9]. For
instance, VB^_aig(X) = 0 and ^(X, S2) contains only null homotopic maps if the
elliptic curves €^ . . . , €^ over C are pairwise nonisogenous. In particular, these
conditions hold for a "generic 95 yz-tuple (<?i, . . . , ^J. On the other hand, if one
identifies isomorphic elliptic curves over R, then VBc_^g(X) = VB^(X), or equivalently, ^(X, S2) is dense in ^""(X, S2) for countably many <( exceptional" ^-tuples
(<?i, . . ., ^), explicitly described by certain arithmetic conditions on periods of the ^.
In this paper we are especially interested in Abelian varieties over R and algebraic
curves over R.
Let SK be a ^-dimensional Abelian variety over R. Then X = ^(R) is a commutative real algebraic group with V connected components for some integer r satisfying
0 ^ r < g (as X varies, all values ofr with 0 ^ r ^ g do occur) [14, 26, 29]. Each connected
component of X is diffeomorphic to the real torus R^/Z^ [14, 26, 29]. Given a point x
in X, let ^ : X -> X denote the translation by x, that is, t^z) == x + z for z in X. Set
H^X, Z)^ = { u e H^X, Z) [ H2^) (^) = ^ for all ^ in X },
VB^X)^ = { a e VBc(X) | ^(a) = a for all ^ in X },
where ^: VB^(X) -> VBc(X) is the isomorphism induced by pullback of C-line
bundles under ^.
Proposition 1 . 1 . — With the notation as above, VB^X)^ and H^X, Z)^ are free
Abelian groups of rank [g — 1) ^/2, which satisfy

^(VB^X)"-) = H^X, Z)VBc_^(X) c VB^X)-,

H|_^(X, Z) c= H2(X, Z)-
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Proposition 1.1, whose proof is quite simple, provides a natural (( upper bound " for
the size of the groups VB^^X) and H|_^(X, Z). Clearly, H^X, Z)^ == H^X, Z)
is equivalent to the connectedness of X, and hence, in view of Proposition 1.1, X is
connected if VBc_aig(X) == VB^(X). Interjecting into this argument Theorem 1.0
and the fact that the group H^X, Z) is generated by the elements of the form H^/) (ic),
where/: X -> S2 is a ^°° map, we also conclude that density of ^(X, S2) in ^°°(X, S2)
implies connectedness of X.
Explicit computations that we intend to do will be in terms of a period matrix
of Sf. Let Q. be a complex g X 2g matrix such that the Z-submodule [Q] ofCg generated
by the columns ofQ has rank 2g and is mapped onto itself by the complex conjugation
of <y. The complex conjugation of C9 gives rise to group action of Gal(C/R) on the
complex torus C^/pi]. If there exists a Gal(C/R)-equivariant isomorphism between
the complex Lie groups ^/[Q] and ^(C), then 0 is said to be a period matrix of S^. It
is known that SK admits a period matrix of the form (Z, 1^), where Z is a complex
g X g matrix and Ig is the identity g X g matrix [26, 29]. Denote by Re Z and Im Z
the real and the imaginary part of Z, respectively. One easily sees that then the matrix
2 Re Z has always integer entries, which justifies why below it is slightly more convenient
to work with 2 Re Z instead of Re Z.
If A is a matrix, then ^A will stand for its transpose. Denote by Mat^(Z) the
Z-module of all g X g matrices with entries in Z. Let Alt^(Z) denote the Z-submodule
of Maty (Z) of all antisymmetric matrices; as usual, a matrix A is said to be antisymmetric
if A = - ^A.
Given an arbitrary complex g X g matrix Z, define

C(Z)
to be the submodule of Alt,(Z) that consists of all matrices G for which there exist
matrices A in Alt,(Z) and B in Mat,(Z) such that for M = 2 Re Z and T == Im Z,
the following conditions are satisfied:

'MGM — 4 'TCT == 2(BM — 'M 'B) — 4A
'MOT + 'TCM = 2(BT - *T 'B).

(1.2)

Significance of C(Z) is explained by the following.
Theorem 1.3. — Let 2C be a g-dimensional Abelian variety over R and let X == ^*(R).
IfSl == (Z, Iff) is a period matrix of 3C^ then every Gol(CIK)»equivariant isomorphism of complex
Lie groups <p : C^/fQ] -> 3K'(C) gives rise to a group isomorphism

T^H^X.Z^-^Alt^Z)
satisfying

T,(H|_^(X,Z))=G(Z).
Theorem 1.3 is a crucial ingredient in the proof of our next result, whose part (ii)
is motivated by Proposition 1.1.
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Theorem 1.4. — Let X == ^*(R), where 3£ is a g-dimensional Abelian variety over R,
and let (Z, lg) be a period matrix of SK. Then:
(i) VB^_^(X) == 0 if and only if the equation ^Im Z) G(Im Z) = D, with C and D
in Alt^(Z), has only the trivial solution C = D == 0.
(ii) rank VBc^ig (x) = (g — 1 ) 5/2 if and only if every 2 x 2 minor determinant
of the matrix Im Z ij a rational number.

An orientation of X = ^(R), where ^ is an Abelian variety over R, is said to
be invariant if it is preserved by every translation ^: X -> X for x in X. Clearly, there
are precisely two invariant orientations, regardless of the number of the connected
components of X. This definition leads to a particularly simple interpretation of our
results for Abelian surfaces.
Example 1.5. — Let X == ^(R), where SC is an Abelian surface over R. By Proposition 1.1, the groups H^X, Z)^ and VB^X)^ are isomorphic to Z and there exists
a unique nonnegative integer &(X) satisfying
H^(X, Z) = b{X) H^X, Z)^,

VB^(X) = b(X) VB^X)^.

We shall now give a characterization of the set ^(X? S2) in terms of A(X). To this
end, endow X with an invariant orientation and fix an orientation on S2. Let X^, . . . , X,
be the connected components of X (recall that s == 1, 2 or 4, depending on the choice
of 3C). A ^°° map/: X -> S2 is in ^(X, S2) if and only if
deg(/| X,) = = . . . = deg(/| X.) = kb{X)
for some integer k. Indeed this assertion follows from Theorem 1.0 and the first displayed
equality in this example. In particular, rank7T^(X)^ 1, whereas rank ^(X) = s. Of
course, if X is connected, then the invariant A(X) considered here coincides with the
invariant &(X) introduced subsequently to the definition of Tr^—).
If (Z, Ig() is a period matrix of SC^ then Theorem 1.3 implies
C(Z) = b{X) Alt^Z).
Furthermore, in view of Theorem 1.4, b(X) + 0 if and only if det(Im Z) is a rational
number. The explicit computation of b(X) is a difficult task due to the complexity of
equations (1.2). This has been done in the case of Sf equal to the product of two elliptic
curves over R [9]. The formulas for b(X) strongly depend on the arithmetical properties
of periods of the elliptic curves in question. As the elliptic curves vary, all nonnegative

integers occur as values of &(X).
Let us again consider Abelian varieties of arbitrary dimension. Theorem 1.4 (i)
implies that VB^^(^(R)) = 0 for a <( generic " Abelian variety 3T over R. We shall
make this vague remark precise for principally polarized Abelian varieties over R.
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Recall that the moduli space ^^ of ^-dimensional principally polarized Abelian
varieties over R is a topological space (even a stratified space with nonsingular real
analytic strata [29, 30]), whose underlying set consists of the isomorphism classes \(3^\
of ^-dimensional principally polarized Abelian varieties W over R. It follows from the
local compactness ofja^ that it is a Baire space, that is, the intersection of any countable
family of open and dense subset of <a^ is dense in J^- Clearly, such an intersection
is an uncountable set if g > 1.
Theorem 1.6. — Let g be a positive integer. Then:
(i) The set
{me^B|VBi_^(R))=0}
is the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of^R.
(ii) The set
{\W} e ^ | rank VBc_^(R)) == {g - 1) gf2 }
is uncountable and dense in J^[.

Recall that the number of the connected components of <^ is equal to the integer
part of {3g + 2)/2, cf. [26, Theorem 6.1]. In particular, j^ has 4 connected components
and we have the following result, in which &(-—) stands for the invariant introduced
in Example 1.5.
Theorem 1.7. — The intersection of the set
{[W} e^n2 | WR)) = 1 }
with each connected component of j^ is uncountable.

It is interesting to compare Theorem 1.7 with (vii) in our review of known facts
above.
All results announced here dealing with Abelian varieties over R are proved in
Section 2, which also contains some additional information on regular maps into S2
and into unit spheres of dimension greater than 2.
We shall now describe our results concerning regular maps from X into S2, where
X is the product of compact nonsingular real algebraic curves X^, . , , X^ with n ^ 2.
Since the group H^aig(^i x • • • X X^, Z) is canonically isomorphic to the direct
sum of the groups H^_^ig(X, x X^, Z) for 1 < i<j< n [9, Proposition 5 I], in view
of Theorem 1.0, we restrict our attention to the case n == 2. Then the set ^^(X^ X Xg, S2)
is completely determined by the group TC^(XI X X^), which is used as a main device
in our presentation. The interested reader may himself recast the results in terms of
C-line bundles.
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For convenience, a projective smooth scheme 3K over R of dimension 1 such that
SC^ is irreducible will be called an algebraic curve over R. We denote by g{SK') (resp. s(SK'))
the genus of S£ (resp. the number of the connected components of^(R)). Recall that
either .^(C!)\,^(R) is connected, in which case 3C is said to be nondividing, or ^'(C)\^'(R)
has precisely 2 connected components and then SE is said to be dividing. If 3K is nondividing (resp. dividing), then 0^ s{3r) ^ g(^r) (resp. 1 ^ s(S') ^ g(S') + 1 and
s{X:) == g{X') + l(mod 2)). In particular, J(^) == g{S') (resp. ^(^) = g^) + 1) implies
that SE is always nondividing (resp. dividing). These facts were essentially already
known to F. Klein. For details the reader may refer to [14, 24, 26] and the literature
cited there. For S nondividing with s{X} ^ 1 (resp. X dividing or X with J(^) == 0)
we set e(^) = 1 (resp. e(^) = 2).
Let us recall that the moduli space ^g of algebraic curves over R of genus g is a
topological space (actually, even a stratified space with nonsingular real analytic strata
[26, 30]), whose underlying set consists of the isomorphism classes [ S ' ] of algebraic curves SE
over R of genus g. It is well known that the family {Ji^^ \ (s, s) eA^ u { (0, 2) }},
where
A^A^uA^,

Ai={(.,l)|.eZ,l<^^},
A ^ = { ( ^ , 2 ) \ s e Z , l ^ s ^ g + l,s==g+ l(mod2)},
^.S) __ ^ ^ ^^ | (^ ,(^))

^ (^ ,) ^

is the set of connected components of^^. Furthermore,
f^
dim^8-^ =={
\3g-3

for 0 ^ ^ 1
for g ^ 2

for all (.?,£) in A , u { ( 0 , 2 ) } .
In most cases, algebraic curves 3E over R with ^(R) empty (and hence the entire
connected component J(^of 2)) will be of little interest to us.
Let SE^ be an algebraic curve over R with X^ = ^(R) nonempty for k = 1, 2.
Obviously, ^(Xi x Xg) is a free Abelian group satisfying
rank ^(X^ X X^ = ^(^-i) ^(^2) ^ (^i) + 1) te(^) + 1).
Proposition 1.8. — tV^A the notation as above,

rank T^(X, X X,) < (.(^) - s(^) + 1) (.(^) - ^2) + 1)
^^(^i)5(^).

The reader will find a slightly more detailed result in Proposition 3.8. An immediate
consequence of Proposition 1.8 is that if 3£^ is dividing with X^; connected for k = 1
or k = 2, then 7^(Xi X X^) = 0. Other cases are much harder to handle. We investigate
them by means of period matrices of SC^ and SK^.
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It is useful to define first a certain Z-module, which will play a similar role to
the one defined by equations (1.2). Denote by Mat^i X g^ Z) the Z-module of all
gi X 82 matrices with entries in Z. Let Zj^ be a complex & X g^ matrix for k === 1, 2.
We define
C(Zi, Z,)
to be the submodule of Mat(^i X g^, Z) that consists of all matrices G for which there
exist matrices G^, G^, H in Mat(^i X g^ Z) such that for M^; == 2 Re Z^ and T^ == Im Z^,
A = 1, 2, the following conditions are satisfied:
^Mi CMg - 4 ^Ti GTg = 2(Gi Mg - ^ G^) - 4H
(1.9)

^Mi GT^ + ^Ti GM^ = 2(Gi T^ - ^ Gg).
Theorem 1.10. — Z^ ^ ^ flyz algebraic curve over R o/' ^/^^ ^ with X^ = ^(R)

nonempty for k == 1, 2. Z^ (Z^, I ) &^ a period matrix of the Jacobian variety of SK^. Then
there exists a homomorphism

T : Mat(^ X g^ Z) -^ ^(Xi X X^)
satisfying
T(C(Z^ Z,)) = ^(X^ X X^).

7% particular, 7r^(Xi X X^) z'J isomorphic to (C(Zi, Zg) + Ker r)/Ker T. Furthermore, if
1 ^ & ^ 2 fl^f ^ Z^ is suitably chosen for k == 1, 2, ^w Ker T ^ T-(M(^ X ^23 Z)) can
be explicitly described.
We shall now elaborate on the last, vague statement in Theorem 1.10.
Let H^ be the space of all complex symmetric g X g matrices Z such that 2 Re Z
has integer entries and Im Z is positive definite; Hg is a subspace of the classical Siegel
upper half space, suitable for the study of Abelian varieties over R and algebraic curves
over R, cf. [14, 26, 29, 30]. Every element Z in Hg determines in the usual way a principally polarized Abelian variety over R, denoted by ^- By construction, ^z(C) == ^/[Q],
where Q == (Z, I g ) , and the principal polarization on ^ ls determined by the alternating
bilinear form E^;: [0] X [0] -> Z with matrix

(\-I,
° 0;
'1
with respect to the Z-basis for [?] formed by the columns ofSl, cf. [14, 26, 28]. We say
that Z is a period matrix of an algebraic curve X over R of genus g if W^ and the Jacobian
variety of X are isomorphic as polarized Abelian varieties over R.
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It is well known that every algebraic curve over R of genus 1 has a unique period
matrix in the subset
M1 == [ ^ + V^~lt [ t> 0 ) u \V^~\t | t> O J

of Hi, cf. [14, 26, 29] and Example 4.2. An analogous result for curves of genus 2 is
new, interesting in its own right, and important in connection with Theorem 1.10.
Theorem 1 . 1 1 . — There exists a subspace M2 of Hg, described by a finite collection of
explicitly known inequalities, such that every algebraic curve 3C over R of genus 2 has a unique period
matrix Z in M2. The correspondence 3K -> Z gives rise to a homeomorphism u: ^^ ~> M2.

Referring to the last statement in Theorem 1.10, we say that a period matrix
of an algebraic curve over R of genus g, with 1 ^ g ^ 2, is suitably chosen, provided
that it belongs to M°.
For example,

11 1 o

l tll

"w - ^^ . ]+^ ^ ^Hjcx^^j,
IA W

1

/

Vi2

W

;

181

and u^^ ^) can be described in a similar way for all (s, e) in Ag u { (0, 2) }.
If [^] is in Jf^\ X, = ^,(R), and Z, == ^([^]) for k = 1, 2, then the
homomorphism T of Theorem 1.10 satisfies r(M(2 X 2, Z)) = ^(X^ x Xg) ^ Z and
K e r r = { G = (^,) e Mat(2 X 2, Z) | ^n + ^ + ^21 + ^22 == 0 }.

In all other cases, for curves of genus 1 or 2, a similar explicit description is known.
Complete details related to Theorems 1.10 and 1.11 are given in Theorems 3.9, 4.3,
4.6, 4.7, and Examples 4.2, 4.5; Theorem 1.11 is included in Theorem 4.3.
We shall now describe a few results concerning the size of the subgroup TV^(-)
of TC^—). Proposition 1.8 implies that the set
{([^], [^]) e^^ x^21^ [ rank ^(^(R) x ^(K))
> (^i - ^ + 1) (j, - ^ + 1) }
is empty for ((^i, ei), (s^, £3)) in A^ x A^. The remaining possibilities for the rank
of TC^(—) are examined below in the case 1 ^ ^ ^ 2 for k = 1, 2.
TAwwTi 1.12. — Z^ (^, e^) be in A^, wA^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 2 /or k = 1, 2, ayzrf let r he
an integer satisfying 0 ^ r^ (^ — e^ + 1) (jg -- eg + 1). Then the set
{(E^iL [^2]) s ^olf81fel} X ^s^ | rank ^(^(R) x ^W) == ^}
^ uncountable and dense in .^i'^'6^ x^y 2 '^' 6 2 ^ Furthermore, the set corresponding to
r == 0 ^Afl^ i^, ^1?(—) = OJ ij the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets

ofJi^9^ x^ 2 1 ' 2 '^-
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Actually much more is known about the structure of the sets studied in Theorem 1.12.
Each of them is described, in the sense made precise in Theorem 4.85 by inequalities
involving a countable family of explicity known quadratic polynomials. Although each
set is uncountable and dense, only the one corresponding to r == 0 is really (< large ".
The meaning of this last remark is clear since ^^l X ^a2, due to its local compactness,
is a Baire space. We conjecture that Theorem 1.12 is valid for curves of arbitrary
genus.
Let us take a closer look at the case where [<^\] == [^] = 1X1 ^ in ^1sfK).
Recall that then rank ^(^(R) X ^(R)) < (s ~ e + I) 2 ^ g\ and s ~ s + 1 == g is
equivalent to s ^ g.
Theorem 1.13. — For every (.$, s) in Ag with 1 <; g < 2 the set
{\3!;'\ eJSf^9-^ | ^(^(R) x ^(R)) = 0 }
is the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of^4t^^^^ whereas the set
{W e ^8^ | rank ^(^(R) X ^(R)) == {s - e + I)2 }
is dense in ^^ *'e). Furthermore^ this last set is countable if and only if s ^ g.

Let us mention that Theorem 1.13 is included in Theorem 4.9.
We have seen above that rank 7T^(^*(R) X ^(R)) ^ g2 for every algebraic curve 3C
over R of genus g. The curves for which this maximum rank is attained are very special
and it is not known whether they exist for g > 4, cf. Proposition 3.11 and the remark
following its proof. On the other hand, according to Theorem 1.13, there are up to
isomorphism precisely countably many such curves of genus g with g == 1 or g == 2.
As it transpires from our considerations above, the most common, (< generic ",
situation for a pair (,%\, S£^) of algebraic curves over R of genus 1 or 2 is when
^(^\(R) X ^(R), S2) contains only null homotopic maps, that is,
^(^(R) x ^(R)) = 0.
We shall now consider the other extreme case, where ^(^\(R) x ^(R)? S2) is dense
in ^°°(^(R) X ^(R),S2) or, equivalently, where

74(^i(R) x ^(R)) = ^(^(R) x ^(R))The existence of such a pair of curves of given genera is far from obvious. It follows
from Proposition 1.8 that both SC^ and 3K^ must be nondividing, that is, s(^\) = £(^2) == !•
We shall see that this is the only restriction, at least for curves of genus 1 or 2. In fact
our result is much stronger.
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Theorem 1.14. — (i) For 1 ^ g < 2 <mrf 1 ^ j ^ ^ ^ set
{[X] e^8^ I ^WR) X ^(R), S2) = <r°(^(R) x a-(R), S 2 )}
^ infinite. It is countable if and only if s == g.

(ii) For 1 ^ & ^ 2 W 1 ^ ^ &, k == 1, 2, the set
{([^i], [^,]) e^' 81 ^ X ^2)a2)l) | ^(^i(R) X ^W, S2)

= ^°°(^i(R) x ^(R),S 2 )}
^ ZTZ/^. Furthermore, it is countable if (^ ^) == C?i, ^2)5 w ^ ^ o^r <;^?^ ^^^ perhaps
when gi == g^ = s-^s^ == 2, it is uncountable.

Theorem 1.14 is equivalent to combined Theorems 4.10 and 4.11, whose proofs
are quite long and use all main results of Sections 3 and 4.
2. Abelian varieties over R, line bundles, and regular maps
Let X be an Abelian variety over R, let X = ^(R), and let X^ be the connected
component of X containing the identity element of the group X. Let z:X<-^(C)
and j : XQ <->• X be the inclusion maps. For each nonnegative integer k, set
H^X, Z)^ ={ue H^X, Z) | H\Q (u) = u for every x in X }

and define
p^H^Z^^H^X^Z)
to be the restriction of the homomorphism IP(j) : IP(X, Z) -> H^Xo, Z).
Proposition 2.1. — W^A ^ notation as above:

(i) H^X, Z)^ == ?(0 (?(^(0), Z)),
(ii) p* is an isomorphism.

Proof. — We shall first show that p^ is a monomorphism, that is, if H^j) {u) == 0
for some u in IP(X, Z)^, then u == 0. To this end, let S denote a connected component
°^ X, jg : S ^-> X the inclusion map, x a point in S, and ^ : X^ —^ S the restriction of
the translation ^. Since ^ oj =jg o ^, we obtain
H^) (H^jg) (^)) = IPQg o ?,) (^) = H^ oj) (t.)
= H^(y) WQ (u)) == H^j) (t.) = 0.
Clearly, ^ is a homeomorphism and hence H*(ys) {u) = 0. This implies u == 0, the
connected component S of X being arbitrary.
We now observe that H^') (H^C), Z)) c IP(X, Z)^. Indeed let z : X c-> ^(C)
be the inclusion map. For each pointy in ^(C) the transladon Ty : ^(C) ->^(C) by^
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is homotopic to the identity map of ^(C). Since Ty o i == i o ty for y in X, the inclusion
in question is satisfied.
To complete the proof of (i) and (ii) it suffices to show
WU) (H^) (HWC), Z))) = H?(Xo, Z).
This however follows at once, provided that we can find a retraction r : ^*(C) -^Xo.
Since 3C has a period matrix of the form Q = (Z, 1^), the pairs (^*(C), Xo) and
(OV[a], R^Z0) are homeomorphic, where R^ <= C^, Z^ == [jQ] n R^, and R^ is
regarded as a subspace of C^/pi]. Thus a retraction r : ^(C) -> XQ exists. D
Proof of Proposition 1.1. — It follows directly from the definitions of VB^X)^
and H^X, Z)^ that ^(VB^X)^) = H^X, Z)^. Furthermore,
H|_^(X, Z) s H^X, Z)^
is a consequence of the definition of Hi_g^(X, Z) and Proposition 2.1 (i), and therefore
VB^.^X) c: VB^X)^.
Since Xg is homeomorphic to R^/Z^ Proposition 2.1 (ii) implies
rank H^X, Z)^ == rank H^Xo, Z) = (5 - 1) ^/2.
Thus the proof is complete. D
Given a Z-module A, we let Alt2 (A) denote the Z-module of all alternating bilinear
forms A X A ~> Z.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. — Let Sl = (Z, I g ) be a period matrix of S£ and let
y : C°1[Q] ~> ^(C) be a Gal(C/R)-equivariant isomorphism of complex Lie groups.
Note that VL0 n [Q] = Z^ is a lattice in VL° and regard the real torus R^/Z^ as embedded
in the complex torus C^/^]. Since ^(R^/Z^) = Xo, where XQ is the connected component
of X containing the identity element of X, and the restriction 90: R^/Z^ -> Xg of 9
is a homeomorphism, it follows that
H 2 (9o):H 2 (Xo,Z)^H 2 (R a /y,Z)
is an isomorphism. Let
e : H^R^, Z) ^AltW
be the usual identification isomorphism, cf. [20], and let
o^AltW -^Alt,(Z)
be the isomorphism which assigns to every alternating bilinear form in Alt^Z^) its
matrix with respect to the canonical basis for TL9. Define

T^H^X.Z^^Alt^Z)
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to be the composition
Ty = a o s o H2^) o p2,
where p 2 : H^X, Z)^-> H^XQ, Z) is the isomorphism of Proposition 2.1 (ii) with
k == 2. By construction, Ty is an isomorphism, and hence it remains to show that
T,(H|_^(X,Z))==G(Z).
To this end we first recall how the N^ron-Severi group H^(^(C), Z) of the Abelian
variety SC^ over C can be described in terms of the period matrix Q == (Z, Iy) of Sf,
which obviously is also a period matrix of SC^.
Let
^:HWC),Z)^Al^(Z)

be the isomorphism obtained by composing the induced isomorphism
H2^) : HWC), Z) -> HWfp], Z),
the usual identification isomorphism (cf. [20])
^HWpIhZ^Alt2^]),
and the isomorphism
a^Alt^CT^Alt^Z),
which assigns to every alternating bilinear form in Alt2^]) its matrix with respect
to the Z-basis for [Q] formed by the columns of Q. Thus, explicitly,
9^ ^ a Q o e ^ o H 2 ^ ) .
Denoting by NS(Q) the submodule of Alt^(Z) that consists of all matrices of the form

A B
(\-'B
cr^
where A, G are in Alt,(Z), B is in Mat,(Z) and
A - BZ + 'Z 'B + 'ZCZ = 0,
one obtains from [20, p. 43, Exercise 4]
y»(H^(^(C), Z)) - NS(Q).
It is now easy to complete the proof. A direct computation demonstrates
TipoH^i) =r,oip* and r,(NS(Q)) = G(Z), where f : X <-> ^"(C) is the inclusion map
and r,: Alt^(Z) —>- Alty(Z) is the epimorphism defined by
// A

B\\
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for A, G in Alt,(Z) and B in Mat,(Z). Hence, keeping in mind the definition of
HI-B^Z),

^(HI-^X, Z)) == T,(H2^) (H^(C), Z)))
= ^?(^(0), Z)))
= ^(NS(Q))
==C(Z)
and the proof is finished. D
In connection with Theorem 1 . 3 a natural problem arises: given a complex
g X g matrix Z compute C(Z) or, at least, rank G(Z). Below we shall give, in particular,
an explicit characterization of these matrices Z for which rank G(Z) is the largest
possible, that is, equal to (g - 1) g/2 = rankAlt,(Z). It is useful to define first another
Z-submodule D(Z) of Alt,(Z) by

D(Z) == { C e Alt,(Z) 1 <(Im Z) C(Im Z) e Alt,(Z) }.
Lemma 2.2. — Let Z be a complex g X g matrix.
(i) If 2ReZ has integer entries {which is always satisfied if (Z, I,) is a period matrix
of an Abelian variety over R), then 4 D ( Z ) s G ( Z ) and, 4C(Z) £ D(Z), and hence
rankC(Z) =rankD(Z).
(ii) C(Z) = D(Z), provided that ReZ has integer entries.
(iii) rankD(Z) = (g - 1) gft if and only if every 2 x 2 minor determinant of the
matrix Im Z is a rational number.
Proof. — Let M = 2ReZ and T = ImZ.
If C is in D(Z), then taking A = - 'MCM + 4 'TGT and B == 2 'MG in (1.2)
we see that 4G is in C(Z). Hence 4 D(Z) £ C(Z), and the proof of (i) is finished since
4C(Z) s D(Z) is obvious.
Assume that ReZ has integer entries, that is, M is in 2 Mat,(Z). Then it is clear
that G(Z) s D(Z). If G is in D(Z), take A = -l 'MGM + 'TGM and B = 1 'MC
in (1.2), which shows that C belongs to G(Z). Thus (ii) is proved.
(iii) follows, by direct computation, from the equality rank Alt,(Z) = (g — 1) gf2
and the fact that the g x g matrices A.,, 1 <s i <j< g, with the (zj)th (resp. ( j , i)th)
entry 1 (resp. — 1) and all other entries 0, generate Alt,(Z). D
We have not been able to find an explicit characterization of all complex g X g
matrices Z such that (Z, I,) is a period matrix of some Abelian variety over R and
G(Z) = Alt,(Z). However, [9] which deals with products of elliptic curves over R
Lemma 2.2 (ii), and the proof of Theorem 1 . 7 given later on in this section are rich
sources of examples with C(Z) = Alt,(Z) satisfied. In connection with this remark.
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let us recall that if (Z, ly) is a period matrix of an Abelian variety S£ over R, then ^(R)
has 2ff~T connected components, where r is the rank of the matrix obtained by reducing
modulo 2 all entries of 2 Re Z (as we already know, 2 Re Z has integer entries), cf. [26, 29].
Thus Lemma 2.2 (ii) corresponds to the case in which ^(R) has 2° connected components.
Corollary 2.3. — Let X = ^(R), z^A^ SK is a g-dimensional Abelian variety over R.
If (Z, Ig) is a period matrix of SK^ then
rankVB^(X) =rankD(Z).
In particular, VE^ai^) = 0 if and ^ if ^Z) = 0.

Proof. — It suffices to apply Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 2.2 (i). D
Proof of Theorem 1.4. — The conclusion follows immediately from Corollary 2.3
and Lemma 2.2 (iii). D
At this point it would be possible to give proofs of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7. First,
however, we wish to deduce from the results already proved some consequences concerning
regular maps into the unit ^-sphere
S9 = { (^, ..., ^) eR^ 1 | x2, + ... + ^ = 1 }.
Fix once and for all an orientation of S^ and the corresponding generator Kp of
H^S^, Z) ^ Z. For X == ^(R), where 3; is an Abelian variety over R, set
^°°(X, S^) = {fe <r°(X, S^) I H^f) (K,) e IP(X, Z)^ }.
One easily generalizes some observations made in Section 1 for p == 2.
Lemma 2.4. — M^A ^ notation as above:
(i) IP(X, Z)^ is generated by IP(/) (K^) as f runs through ^°°(X, S2).
(ii) If l ^ j & ^ d i m X , ^ the equality ^°(X, S^) = ^(X, S^) ^ equivalent to the
connectedness of X.
(iii) 7^ ^ ^^, ^^ ^(X, S^) c ^(X, S^).

Proo/*. — (i) is obvious since every connected component of X is diffeomorphic
to a real torus.
In view of (i), ^(X, S^) = ^°°(X, S^) is equivalent to IP(X, Z)^ == H^X, Z).
The last equality holds if and only if X is connected. Thus (ii) is proved.
It follows from [4, Proposition 1.2] that if p is even and f is in ^(X, S^), then
H^/) (S) belongs to IP(z') (H^^C), Z)), where t : X<->^(C) is the inclusion map.
By Proposition 2.1 (i), the proof of (iii) is complete. D
Corollary 2.5. — If X is endowed with an invariant orientation^ X^, .. .5 X, are the
connected components of X, and g = dim X is positive and even, then
deg(/|X,)==... ==deg(/|X.)
for every regular map y r X - ^ S ^ .
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Proof. — The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4 (iii). D
It should be mentioned that Corollary 2.5 is no longer valid if g is odd. Indeed,
if dim X == g is odd and d^ ..., dg are even integers, then arguing as in [3, Theorem 2.1]
one can find a regular map /: X —>- S^ with deg(/| X^) = d^ for 1 ^ i < s.
For X as above and an integer n, define n^: X -> X by n^{x) = nx for all x in X.
Obviously, n^ is a regular map.
Corollary 2.6. — Z^ X == ^(R), wfer^ S£ is a g-dimensional Abelian variety over R,
and let (Z, ly) be a period matrix of SE. Then:
(i) The equality D(Z) = 0 implies
^(X, S2) = {/e <r°(X, S2) | HV) (K,) == 0 },
flTZd? /^ converse is true if 1 ^ ^ < 3.
(ii) G&^ a nonnegative integer n, the following conditions are equivalent:
a) fo n^ is in ^(X, S2) for every f in ^(X, S 2 );
b) H2^) (H2(X, Z)^) s H|_^(X, Z);
,; ^Alt,(Z)c,C(Z).
Furthermore^ the existence of a positive integer nfor which a), b), c) are satisfied is equivalent
to the fact that every 2 x 2 minor determinant of Im Z is a rational number,

Proof. — (i) It follows from Lemma 2.2 (i) that D(Z) == 0 is equivalent to G(Z) = 0.
Therefore by Theorems 1.0 and 1.3, if D(Z) = 0 and h is in ^(X, S2), then
H2^) (K^) = 0, which proves the inclusion
^(X, S2) ^ {/e ^(X, S2) | HV) (K^) = 0 }.
It follows from Theorem 1.0 that this inclusion is an equality. On the other hand,
Theorem 1.3 also implies that there exists a nonzero element u in Hl_^ig(X, Z),
provided that D(Z) = f = O . I f ^ = = H^cp) (Kg) for some <^00 map cp : X -^ S2, then applying
Theorem 1.0, we obtain that (p is in ^(X, S2). Thus the last part of the conclusion
follows since for 1 ^ g ^ 3 every element ofH^X, Z) is of the form H2^) (K^) for some <^00
map ^ : X -> S2.
(ii) We claim that H2^) W == n2 v for all v in H^X, Z)^. Indeed, define
^^•^(G) ->^*(C!) by 7^(o(j0 == ^ for all y in ^(C). Since ^*(C) is isomorphic
to a complex torus, it follows that H2^^)) (w) = ^2 w for all w in H^^C), Z). Hence,
by Proposition 2.1 (i), the claim holds.
The claim implies that HVo ^) == n2 H 2 (/) onH 2 (S 2 , Z) for every/in ^(X, S2),
and hence a) is equivalent to b) in view of Lemma 2.4 (i). The equivalence of b) and c )

follows from the claim and Theorem 1.3. The last assertion in (ii) is a consequence
of Lemma 2.2 (iii) and the equality rank Alt^(Z) = [g — 1)^/2. D
One can deduce from Corollary 2.6 some results concerning regular maps into S^
for k ^ 2. Here we confine ourselves to only the following.
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Proposition 2.7. — Let X = ^(R), where SK is a g-dimensional Abelian variety over R.
Let (Z, lg) be a period matrix of 3£. Assume that every 2 x 2 minor determinant of Im Z is a
rational number. Then for each integer k, 2 ^ 2k ^ g, there exists a regular map f: X —>• S2*
such that the induced homomorphism H2*^) : H^S2^, Z) -> HP^X, Z) zj nonzero and hence,
in particular, f is not null homotopic.

Proof. — Denote by Y the k-fold product S2 X . . . X S2. Since each
connected component of X is diffeomorphic to R^/Z^, we can find a <^00 map
F == (Fi, . . . , F^) : X -> Y such that H^F) : H^Y, Z) -> H^X, Z) is a monomorphism and F, belongs to ^(X, S2) for 1 ^ j ^ k. The assumption and Corollary 2.6 (ii) imply that F o n^ belongs to %^(X, Y) for some nonzero integer n. It is
well known that there exists a regular map G : Y -> S^ with H^G) 4= 0, cf. [21] or
[1, Lemma 13.5.4]. By construction, / = G o F o ^ x : X - - > S 2 * is a regular map.
Moreover,
H 2 ^/) = H^G o F o n^) = H2^) o H^F) o H^G)
^^(H^oH^G))
and hence H 2 ^/) 4= 0 (the reader should observe that H^n^) W = n^ v for all v
in H^X,^; cf. the proof of Corollary 2.6 (ii) for k = 1). D
We shall now deal with the moduli space JS/R of principally polarized ^-dimensional
Abelian varieties over R. With the notation introduced between the statements of
Theorems 1.10 and 1.11 in Section 1, the correspondence Z -> ^ gives rise to a surjective map
^:H,->^H.
The topology on j^p is induced via •Ky from the topology on Hg. Actually, a more precise
result is well known, cf. [29, 30]. Let Fg be the group of matrices of the form
/A

B,

[o 'A-r
acting on H^ via
/A
\0

B \
t

l

Z=AZ(A+B<A,

A- )

where A is in Gl^(Z), B is in Mat^(Z), and B ^A is symmetric. The map TT^ is constant
on the orbits of Fg and induces a homeomorphism between the quotient Tg^Hg and J^.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. — (i) One easily sees that the set
G={ZeHJD(Z)=0}
is dense in H^.
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Choose a family { K^ [ n e Z4' } of compact subsets of H^, whose union is equal
to Hy. Given C and D in Alt^(Z), G + 0, set
K^ == { Z e KJ (Im Z) C(Im Z) = D }.
Then K^ ^ ^ is a compact subset of Hg and
^...o'L^1^.

where L = Z4' x (Alt^(Z)\{ 0 }) X Alt^(Z). Since G is the union of orbits of 1^, we
obtain
"^ = ..ofL^^.^Obviously, each set ^\^(K^ ^o) is open in ^. Furthermore, since G is dense
in H^, it follows that T^(G) is dense in j^g, and therefore ^^^(^n.c.o) ls dense
in j^. In order to complete the proof it suffices to show
^(G) - { m e ^ | VB^^(^(R)) - 0 }.
This however readily follows from Theorems 1.0 and 1.3, and Lemma 2.2 (i).
(ii) By Lemma 2.2 (iii), the set
E == { Z e HJ rank D(Z) == {g - 1) gf2}
is uncountable and dense in Hy. Since Theorems 1.0 and 1.3, and Lemma 2.2 (i)
imply
^(E) - { m e ^ I ^nk VB^WR)) = = ( ^ - 1 ) ^ / 2 },
the proof of (ii) is complete. D
Let us recall an explicit description of^ given in [29, 30]. The following topological subspaces of Hg are connected:
( l /I 0\
.__ (t^ t^\
\
A^ = ,
+ V~l
| ^ e R , 0 ^ f^ t^ t^ ^ - ^> 0 ,
4
( \0 I/
Viz W
j
f 1 /O

1\

.____ //ii

""' i
< 11
[2
^ \1

nl
O/

\\^2

A(2,2,2) — j

|

1 i -vCTT i

( i /i o\
A(2 l>l)

'

^ [ 2^ \U
n n
O/

^2\

}

l j / if( = R O < /n < /22? n < 9 <12 < /11 I

^2/I

'

r)

,_ /^i ^\
+v

"" M V^

1
^2/

1
^

6R

^

<

^ ^11,0^ 2^^ ^2^n>0,^>0 ,j

f

,____It^

t^\

}

{

Vl2

^22/

J

A <2,o, 2) —
__ <i -y *—/ i1 1| 1 1
A

1i [| ^.
/ e
( =s\,
RO
<'^
/ ^
< ^3,
t
n<
/ ^;
< ^i
f \
v^
u
^r 9
4^2
/.
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Furthermore, if
A2 = A^ 2 '^ u A^ 2 ^ u A^ 1 '^ u A^ 10 '^

then 7T2 | A2 : A2 ->• ja^2 ls a homeomorphism [29, 30] (note that our notation is somewhat
different than in [29, 30]). Hence the family {^^ e ) }, where ^^E) = 71:3 (A^^)
and (f, s) belongs to { (2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 1), (0, 2)}, is the set of connected components
of ^. As mentioned above, if [^] is in ^^ e) , then ®<(R) has 2 2 -^ connected
components.
Proof of Theorem 1 . 7 . — Set
F^ = { Z e A^'^ | G(Z) = Alta(Z) }.
By Theorems 1.0 and 1.3, and Example 1.5,
TT^F^) = ^^ n { [W] e ^ 1 6(^(R)) == 1 }.
Hence it suffices to show that each set F^e) is uncountable.
Let t be a real number, f> 1. Set
1

1 /I

0\

^"-S 0 ,

^

.__
+v

A/4^2

-'

LA"-!-'

5f-2

-f
~4"

7^

1
~4,

^ 0\

z,,-,(: ^V-, . °
\0
1 /I

0\

""'-^ 0 0^

f - Vt^ — i
^ - Vt2 - 1 2 ( ( - V f 2 - l)/

z'.0-2' = V^T ( f ).
\° ( /
Note that Z'/-6' belongs to A12'^11. We shall now show that Z'/'*' is in F^** for (/, e)
in {(2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 1), (0,2)}. Our argument is based on equations (1.2) and the
obvious fact that the matrix

(l-l° (V')
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generates Alt^Z). Indeed, Z?-" is in F'2-" since (1.2) holds for M = 2 R e Z ( 2 • l )
(
T-ImZ".", A = 0 ,
'
_
/I 1\
B=
,
\1 0;

G=

/

0

1\

[-1 0)

Similarly, Z*/.6' is in F'^ for (/, s) in { (2, 2), (1, 1), (0, 2)} since (1.2) holds for
M = 2 ReZ'/-6', T = Im Z*/-6',
0

A-CI

1\

,

-. o)1

f\ I

E=
=
E

/I

0\

o o

Hence the proof is complete. D
3. Products of real algebraic varieties
Given topological spaces T^ and Tg, we set
A(T,, T,) = IP(T\ x T,, Z)/(H2(^) (IP(T,, Z)) + HW (H2(T,, Z))),
where pr^: T^ x T^ -> T^ is the canonical projection, k == 1, 2. If /i : T^ -> Si and
/2 : T2 -> 83 are continuous maps of topological spaces, then we define
A(/,,/,):A(Si,S2)->A(T,,T,)
to be the homomorphism induced by

HVi x/,) :IP(Si x S^Z) -^H2(Ti x T,,Z).
Let ^ and ^ be projective smooth irreducible schemes over C. Denote by
A^i(C), ^(C)) the image of H^(^(C) x ^(C), Z) under the canonical
epimorphism
H^C) x ^(C), Z) ^ A(^(C), ^(C)).
For future reference, let us observe that A^(^(C), ^(C)) is canonically isomorphic
to the group Gorr(^, Y^) of divisorial correspondences on ^ X c ^ - Indeed,
letting ^ : ^ x c ^2 -^ ^ denote the canonical projection, we have
Corr(^, ^) = Pic(^ X c ^)/(?;(Pic(^)) + ^(Pic(^))).
The homomorphism
^ : Pic(^ X c ^2) ^ H2(^(C) x ^(C), Z),
determined by the first Chern class, gives rise to an epimorphism
Y : Gorr(^, ^) -> A^(^(C), ^(C)).
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It suffices to show that y is an isomorphism or, equivalently, ^~1{0) == 0. This, however,
readily follows since c'^1^) = Pic0^ X c ^ ) is a divisible group and Gorr(^, V^)
is a finitely generated free Abelian group (cf. [18, p. 155]).
Let now X^ and Xg be compact nonsingular irreducible real algebraic varieties,
and let Ac_aig(Xi, X^) be the image of H|_aig(Xi x Xg,Z) under the canonical
epimorphism
IP(XiXX,,Z)->A(Xi,X,).

It is convenient to define in a canonical way a certain intermediate subgroup A,(Xi, X^)
between Ac_aig(Xi, Xg) and A(Xi, Xg). This is done as follows. Let S£^ be a projecdve
smooth irreducible scheme over R with ^(R) biregularly isomorphic to X^ for ^ == 1, 2.
Let Afc : X^ -^ ^b(R) be a biregular isomorphism and let ^: ^(R) ^ ^(C) be the
inclusion map. We assert that the subgroup
A,(Xi, X,) = A(zi o ^ ^ o A,) (A(^(C), ^(C)))

of A(XI, Xg) does not depend on 3K^ and hje for ^ == 1, 2. Indeed, the subgroup
H1^ o A^) (?(^(0), Z)) of H^X^, Z) is independent of ^ and ^ since ?(^(0), Z)
is a birational invariant of ^. Furthermore, our assumptions on 3E^ guarantee connectedness of ^(C), and hence the Klinneth formula implies that the cross product in cohomology induces a canonical isomorphism from H^^^C), Z) ®z H1(^2(C), Z) onto
A(^i(C), SC^C)) (recall that the cohomology group H^—, Z) is always free). The
assertion follows. As in Section 1, we identify ^(C) with ^0(^)5 where 3K^ == SC^ X g C,
and thus the group A^(^\(C), ^(G)) is defined. By definition of H|_^(—, Z),
Ac-ai.(Xi, X^) == A(z\ o Ax, ^ o A,) (A^(^(C), ^(C))),

which yields
Ac-^(Xi, X,) s A,(Xi, X,) c= A(Xi, X^).

It will also be convenient to define a canonical epimorphism
.:A(X,,X,)^Bil(X^X,),
where Bil(Xi, X2) is the group of all Z-bilinear maps H^X^Z) X Hi(X2,Z)-^Z.
To this end let Y] be an element of A(X^, Xg) and let ^ be a cohomology class in
H^Xi X Xg, Z), whose residue class in A(Xi, X^) is equal to T). Then for (^5 ^2) m
Hi(Xi,Z) x H^X^.Z), we set
^(^i?^) = < ^ ^ i X ^ > ?
where < , > is the Kronecker (that is, the scalar) product and x is the cross product
in homology (cf. [12]). Clearly, ^(T)) does not depend on the choice ofi;. Since H^X^, Z)
is canonically isomorphic to Horn (Hi (X^, Z), Z), it follows from the Klinneth formula
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that e is an epimorphism. One easily sees that, in general, e is not an isomorphism,
unless Xi and Xg are connected. We claim however that the restriction ofe to A,(Xi, Xg)
is injective. To see this it is enough to observe that every residue class ^ in A^(X^, Xg)
can be represented by a linear combination of cohomology classes of the form ^ X ^2?
where ^ is a cohomology class in H^X^, Z) for k = 1,2, and X stands for the cross
product in cohomology. Whenever convenient, we shall make no distinction between ^
in A^(Xi, Xg) and the corresponding bilinear map e^Q (cf. Theorem 3.4 below).
The groups A^ate^n ^-2) and ^(^-i? ^2) P^Y a crucial role in our study of
regular maps. Clearly, in all considerations involving Ac_aig(^i? ^2) and A,(Xi, Xg)
we may assume without loss of generality that X^ = ^(R) for k == 1,2. Our goal
in this section is to compute these groups in terms of period matrices of the Albanese
varieties of 2£^ and SC^. To this end we need some preparation.
Given nonnegative integers g^ and g^ we define
^.^ • ^4-^(2) -> Mat(^ x ^2, Z)
// Bi

C\\

"-((-•c sj)- 0 where B^ belongs to Alt (Z) for k == 1, 2, and C belongs to Mat (g^ x g^ Z). Clearly,
^(g ^ ) is an epimorphism.
Lemma 3.1. — Z^ Zj^ A^ a complex g^ x g^ matrix for k == 1, 2, aw^ let
Z
Z<

zl

^
== |

0

^|.

\o zj

Then 7r^^(C(Z)) = G(Zi, Zg), wA^ G(Z) awrf G(Zi, Z^) ^ ^ Z'modules defined in
Section 1 &^ equations (1.2) ^zrf ( 1 - 9 ) ? respectively.

Proof. — The conclusion follows from a direct calculation. D
Let *^ be a ^-dimensional Abelian variety over R, k == 1, 2. Then ^ == ^ X R e^
is an Abelian variety over R of dimension g^ + g^. We shall identify J^(R) and eC^(C)
with ^i(R) X ^(R) and ^(G) X ^(G)^ respecdvely. Let A^ == «<(R) and let
^jb : AI X A^ -> A^ be the canonical projection, k == 1, 2. By Proposidon 2.1 (i), we have
A,(A,, A,) == H2(A, x A,, Z)^1(HW (W(A,, Z)^) + H2(^) (H^(A,, Z)^)).
Let 0^ === (Z^, 1^) be a period matrix of ^ and let <fa: C^/[QJ ~> ^(C) be a
Gal(C/R)-cquivariant isomorphism of complex Lie groups. Note that Sl == (Z, I^-(-^),
where
_/Z
Zx, 0^
0\

z==
~ \\o0 Z,
zj5
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is a period matrix of ^. Furthermore, y : C^14'^/^] —^j^(C), defined by
9((^ ^2) + W) = (9i(^i) + IPi], 92(^2) + [Aj)
for (^i, v^) in C^ X C92 = C^02, is a Gal(C/R)-equivariant isomorphism of complex
Lie groups. If
T, : H^A, x A,, Z)-^ Alt,^^(Z)
is the isomorphism of Theorem 1.3, then the kernel of the epimorphism
TC^ ^ o ^: H^Ai x A,, Z)^ -^ Mat(^ x ^ Z)
can be easily computed, namely,
Ker(7r^ o T,) = H2^,) (H^A^, Z)-) + H2^,) (H^A,, Z)-).
Denote by
P(^,^) : ^A^ A^ -> Mat^l X ^ Z)
the isomorphism induced by TC^ y ^ o Tq,.
Proposition 3.2. — T^ isomorphism p«p^<p^ : A^(Ai, Ag) -^ Mat(^i X ^2, Z) satisfies
P^.^)(Ac-ai.(Ai, A^)) = C(Zi, Z,).
Proo/*. — The conclusion follows from Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 3.1. D
We shall now prepare the setup for the main result of this section.
Let 3£^ be a projective smooth irreducible scheme over R with X^ = ^(R)
nonempty. Let e^ be the Albanese variety of °K^ and A^ = ja4(R). Denote by
if,: X^ <-^ <^fc(C) and jj,: A^ <-> ^4(C) the inclusion maps. If oc^ : ^ <-> <a^ is the
Albanese morphism corresponding to some point x^ in X^; (that is, a^(^) = 0), then
^kc ° h '^^fc ° ^R? where a^c : ^(C) -^ ^;(C) and a^ : X^ —^ A^ are the maps
determined by a^« It follows that the diagram
A«(C),^(C))

A(alc>a

^ A(^(C),^(C))

Ao'i,^)
,32)
y
A / A

A(ii,i2)
A(zi,i2)
A

\

^^B.^R)

. „-

y
„ .

A(Ai,Aa) ————————> A(Xi,X2)
is commutadve, and hence
A(a^, a^) (A.(A,, A,)) s A.(Xi, X,).
We denote by

S^,^:A.(AI,A,)-^A.(XI,X,)
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the restriction of A(am, o^n)- ^e claim that 8^ ^ ) does not depend on the choice
of the point x^ in X^ to which o^ corresponds. Indeed, the induced homomorphism
H^o) : H^C), Z) -^H^C), Z)
for ^ ^ 0 is independent of x^ and hence commutativity of the diagram implies the claim.
Since ?(0^) is an isomorphism for k = 1, 2, it follows from the Ktinneth formula
that A(ocic, age) is an isomorphism. Using again commutativity of the diagram, we
obtain that S^ ^ ) is an epimorphism.
We know that the groups A^g(^i(C), ^(C)) and Gorr(^c? ^20) (resp.
A^(^(C), ^(C)) and Clorr(<3Tic, «^2c)) are canonically isomorphic. By the classical
theorem on divisorial correspondences, Gorr^^? ^20) and Corr(^c, ^c) are B^0
canonically isomorphic (cf. [18, p. 155]). By examining these isomorphisms, we obtain
A(aic, oc^c) (A^«(C), ^(C))) - A^(C), ^(C)).
This, together with the obvious equalities
A(jij2) (Aa^i(C), ^(C))) = Ac_^(Ai, A,),
A(^, ^ (A^(^(C), ^(C))) = A^(Xi, X^),
implies S(^,^)(A(;_aig(Ai, Ag)) = Ac_aig(Xi, Xg) by virtue of commutativity of the
diagram.
We summarize these observations in the following.
Proposition 3.3. — With the notation as above,
8^^:A,(A,,A,)->A,(Xi,X,)
is an epimorphism and
8(^,^)(Ac-aig(Ai, A^)) = Ac_^(Xi, Xg).

D

Henceforth, given a nonnegative integer q and a continuous map f:S —^ T
between topological spaces, we let Hg(/) : H^(S, Z) -^Hg(T,Z) denote the induced
homomorphism of homology groups.
We shall now describe 8^ ^ ^ in terms of period matrices of ^ and j^. Let
g^ = dim <^ and let Q^ = (Z^, I ) be a period matrix of ^ (as defined in Section 1).
Denote by
s,:H,(C^/[QJ,Z)->[QJ
the usual identification isomorphism. Let 9^: C^/[DJ -^ <a4(C) be a Gal(C/R)equivariant isomorphism of complex Lie groups and let

<p,:Hi(X,,Z)->Z^
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be the homomorphism defined by
9fc(^) = ^(Hi^1 ° ^c ° h} W)
for all u^ in Hi(X^, Z) (note that the element on the right-hand side of the equality
belongs to [QJ n R^ = Z^; elements of Z^ are viewed as g^ X 1 matrices). Set
L(X,,9,)=$,(Hi(X,,Z)).
We finally define a homomorphism
<y^^ : Mat(^ X g^ Z) -> A,(Xi, X^)
by setdng
°'(<Pl,<P2)

=

^l,^ ° (P«Pl,<P2))

15

where p^ ^ : A,(Ai, Ag) ~> Mat(^i x ^2? Z) is the isomorphism of Proposition 3.2.
Since 8^ ^ is an epimorphism, it follows that o^ ^y^ is an epimorphism too.
Theorem 3.4. — The epimorphism <r«p^q^ : Mat(^ X,?2?Z) -^A^X^Xg) satisfies
^((Pl.'Pa)^^!5 ^2)) == ^C-alg(^-l? ^2)-

Furthermore, for every matrix G in MatQ^ X g^, Z) ^ element <y^^(C) o/' A^(Xi, X^),
^w^rf as a bilinear map CT(^^)(C) : Hi(Xi, Z) x ^(X^, Z) ->Z, ^ ^0^ 6^

(^.^(Q))^^) - ^i^i) 092^2)
/or af/ (t^, ^ ^ Hl(xl? z) X H^Xg, Z). Jw particular,
Ker (7

^.^) = { C 6 Mat(^ X g^ Z) | 'XiCXa == 0 for all \ e L(X,, 9,), k == 1, 2 }.

Proo/'. — The first assertion,
^,^(G(Z,,Z2))=Ac_^(X,,X2),
follows at once from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. We shall now prove the second part of
the theorem.
Let G be a matrix in Mat(^i X g^ Z) and let Y] be an element in
H%^(C) x^(C),Z) such that A(^) (M) = (P^.^)-1^), where h] is the
residue class of 73 in A(^(C), ^(C)). Then, using commutativity of the diagram above,
we have
(r^(G) == A(o^, a2B)(A(j\,^)(M))
(3.4.1)

==A(z\,t,)(A(a,c,a,c)([7)]))
^[H^X^^a^Xa^^))],

where the last element on the right-hand side is the residue class in A,(Xi, X^).
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Let Z be the matrix in Mat^^(C) defined by

z^- °).
\o zj
Then Q = (Z, L,^^) is a period matrix of the Abelian variety ^ X g ^ a over R,
and 9:C'»+^/[n] -^(C) x ^(C), given by
9(("i, ^2) + CT) = (vi(^ + [iy), <p^ + [^]))

for (oi, v^) in C'l X C^ = C'l+'S is a Gal(C/R)-equivariant isomorphism of complex
Lie groups. Let E : [0] X [0] -^ Z be the alternating bilinear form corresponding to
the cohomology class H2^) (^) in H^O'l+^/CQ], Z) under the usual identification
of H^C'i+^n], Z) with the group of alternating bilinear forms [0| X [Q] ->Z.
Let a,, be a homology class in Hi(X^, Z) and let \ = $^(^) for k = 1, 2. Then
\ is in [iy n R»* = Z'*, and

belong to [Q] n R''i+'2 = z^+o. Regarding <T^,^>(G) as a bilinear map,
<^^,(G) : Hi(Xi, Z) x Hi(Xa, Z) -> Z,
and applying (3.4.1), we obtain
(^i,^0)) ("i» "2) = < H2^ X ^) (H^aic X a^) (v))), KI X ^ >
= < Y), ^(a^ X assc) (Ha^ X t'a) (MI X u^)) >
(3-4-2)

= < ^ (Hi(aic o !\) (Mi)) X (H^a^ o i^) (u^)) >
/AA

/0\\

-'((oHJ)Note that the matrix ofE with respect to the Z-basis for [Q] formed by the columns
of 0, is of the form

/ P x Q\
[-'Q. PJ'
where P^, P^ are in Alt^^Z) and Q, is in Mat,^(Z). Furthermore, since
Pcpl.^i^Oi'.^Kh])) = G, it follows from the definition of ?,„ , that

p.^I21<r* cT() /
\—

U

Do/
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for some B^ in Alt^(Z), ^ = 1 , 2 . Writing
1^\

\o/

,
and

(0\

W

as Z-linear combinations of the columns of 0. and using the matrix representation of E
described above, one readily shows
//M
E

/0\\

',

\\o/ VJ]

=^CX,.

Hence, by (3.4.2), we obtain
(^,^(0)) (^, ^) = \ G\, == ^) C^{u,)
as desired.
The formula for Ker a^ y ) is now obvious. D
As a straightforward application, which does not require the full strength of the
above results, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.5. — Let S£-^ he a projective smooth irreducible scheme over R with Xj^ == ^(R)
nonempty for k = 1, 2. If
Wi(C)) &i(^(C)) < 4&,(Xi) 6i(X,),
^r<? ^i(M) A^o^y the first Betti number of M, then ^(Xi X Xg, S2) 4= ^(Xi X Xg, S2).

Proof, — Let ^ be the dimension of the Albanese variety of ^. It follows from
Theorem 3.4 that
rank Ac_^g(Xi, Xg) ^ rank A,(Xi, Xg) ^ ^^.
Since &i(^(C)) = 2^, by assumption we have
gi g2 < ^i(Xi) &i(X,) = (rank H^X^, Z)) (rank H^X,, Z)),

and hence
rank Ac_^(X,, X,) < (rank H^X,, Z)) (rank H^X,, Z)).

Note that the cohomology cross product induces a monomorphism from

mxi.^zH^x^z)
into A(Xi, Xg) and therefore, in view of the last inequality, one can find v^ in H^X^, Z)
for A = 1, 2 such that v-^ X ^ does not belong to H^_^g(Xi X Xg, Z). Let K (resp. p.)
be a generator of H^S2, Z) (resp. H^S^Z)). Pick %700 maps ^ : S1 X S1 -> S2 and
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/, : X, -^ S1 such that H2^) (K) - y. x (x in H^S1 X S1, Z), and H^/J (^) == n for
k = 1, 2. Setting/= A c (/, x^), we obtain HV)(K) = ., x v, and therefore, by
Theorem 1.0,/does not belong to ^(X^ x Xa, S2). a
Example 3.6.— (i) With the notation as in Corollary 3.5, if^(.%\(C)) ^(^»(C)) == 0
and ^(Xi) ^(X^) + 0, then ^(X^ x X^ S2) + ^(X, x X^, S2).
(ii) Let X be a compact nonsingular real algebraic variety. If ^(X) + 0 then
^S(X X S1, S2) + ^°°(X x S1, S2); the assertion follows from (i) and the fact that
S1 is biregularly isomorphic to P^R).
The assumption ^(X) + 0 cannot be omitted as the example of the Fermat
2-sphere
SL = { (x,jy, z) 6 R3 | x2" +y» + z2" = 1}
shows. Indeed, by [10. Proposition 4.8], H|_^(Sj,, Z) = H^Sj,, Z), and hence
H2c-^(S,2„ X S1, Z) = H2(S2„ x S1, Z) since H^Sj,, Z) = 0. It follows from Theorem 1.0 that ^(S2,, x S1, S2) = <r°(Sj,. x S1, S2). n
The most interesting applications of Theorem 3.4 concern the case dim^ = 1
for k = 1, 2 (cf. also Section 4). Of course, then the Albanese variety of^, is jus^t the
Jacobian variety of the curve ^. First, we need some preparation.
Recall that the term algebraic curve over R designates a projective smooth
scheme X over R of dimension 1 such that S£ x^C is irreducible (cf. Section 1). If
^•(R) is nonempty, then the above definition simply means that SK- is a projective smooth
irreducible scheme over R of dimension 1. We shall freely use terminology and notations
related to algebraic curves over R introduced in Section 1. In particular, g(SK~), s(^)
and e(ar-) will be used. Obviously, H^(C), Z) and HI(^(C), Z) are free Abelian
groups of rank 2g(S-). We shall now record a well known fact concerning the topology
of the pair (a"(C), ^(R)) (a proof is given for the convenience of the reader).
Lemma 3.7. — Let S: be an algebraic curve over R with a"(R) nonempty
let i : ^T(R) -> af(C) be the inclusion map. Then:

and

(i) Hi(?) (Hi(^(R), Z)) is a free direct summand in Hi(^(C), Z) of rank
s{^) - s(a") + 1.
(ii) HWR), ^/H^-) (HWC), Z)) is a free Abelian group of rank e(^) - 1.
Proof. - Let. = s(3T) and r = s{^ - e(^) + 1. Let C,, ..., C. be the connected
components of^-(R). Fix an orientation on G, and denote by [CJ the homology class
m IL(^(C),Z) represented by C.. By construction, IL(i) (IL(^-(R), Z)) is generated
by [Ci], ..., [GJ. It follows that ^(C)\(C^ u ... u C,) is connected (cf. [28, p. 339])
and hence there exist V" compact oriented curves D,, .. ., D, in ^(C) such that the
intersection number C(.D, is the Kronecker delta, that is, C..D, = §„. This implies
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that the subgroup ofHi(^(C), Z) generated by [GJ, ..., [GJ is a free direct summand
in Hi(<^(C), Z) of rank r. Thus (i) is proved.
A standard topological argument shows that (ii) is a consequence of (i). D
Recall from Section 1 that if X is a compact nonsingular real algebraic surface,
then the isomorphism
Ax^X) ^H^Z)
satisfies
Ax(^(X))=H|_^(X,Z),
where h^([f]) == H^/KK) tor every <^00 map/: X ->S2, and K is a fixed generator
of the group H^S2, Z) ^ Z.
Assuming that X^ and Xg are compact nonsingular real algebraic curves, we
observe that
A(Xi, X^) = H^Xi, xX,,Z)
and define the subgroup ^(X^ x Xg) of^X^ X Xg) by
^(Xi x X,) = { [/] e ^(Xi x X,) | h^^[f]) e A,(Xi, X,)}.

Since
^C-alg(^l? ^•2)

===

^C-alg(Xl

><

^29 Z)?

we obtain
^(Xi X X^) c ^(Xi X X^) ^ ^(Xi X X,).

The following is a simple but useful consequence of Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 3.8. — Z^ ^ be an algebraic curve over R with X^ = ^(R) nonempty
for k = 1, 2. T/CT

rank ^(X^ X X,) = (.(^) - s(^) + 1) (^) - c(^) + 1)
^gWgW
In particular,

rank ^(Xi X X^) < (^) - s(^) + 1) (^) - s(^) + 1)
^gWgWFurthermore, ^(X^ X X2)/n:^(Xi X X^) t'^ a free Abelian group with
ran^^Xi x X^/TI^XI x X^)

== .(^) .(^) - (^) - s(^) + 1) W) - s(^) + 1).
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Proof. — Obviously, H^, Z) is a free Abelian group of rank j^) for k == 1, 2.
Thus, by the Klinneth formula and Lemma 3.7, A(Xi, X^/A^X^, X^) is a free Abelian
group of rank

W W - {W - s(^\) + i) (^) - s(^) + i).
The isomorphism ^xx^ : ^(Xi X Xg) ->A(Xi, Xg) satisfies
^xx,(^(Xi X X,)) = A,(Xi, X^),
and hence the last assertion in the proposition is proved.
The formula for rank r^(Xi x Xg) follows now at once, while the upper bound
on rank TT^XI x X^) is obvious since s{^) - s(^) + 1 ^ g^) for k == 1, 2 (cf. Section 1). In view of^(Xi x Xg) <= ^(X^ x Xg), the upper bound on rank ^(X^ x Xg)
also follows. D
We shall now give a version of Theorem 3.4 which is more convenient for the
study of algebraic curves over R.
Let ^ be an algebraic curve over R of genus ^ (that is, g^ = g{ar^,)) with
X^ == ^(R) nonempty for k == 1, 2. Let J^ be the Jacobian variety of ^ and let
^ = (z^ I,,) be a period matrix of ^. Let ^ : C^/[QJ -> ^(C) be a Gal(C/R)equivariant isomorphism of complex Lie groups. We have the subgroup L(X^, 9^)
of Z^ for A == 1, 2, and the epimorphism
^i,^) : Mat^! X ^ Z) -> A,(Xi, X^) c H^Xi X X^, Z)
(cf. Theorem 3.4). Define
T^^ : Mat(^ x 52, Z) ->7^(Xi x X^)
by setting

^^(G) - (^^^-'(^.^(C))
for G in Mat(^ X ^2). Z. By construction, T(^^ is a group epimorphism.
Theorem 3.9. — The epimorphism
T

^,^) :Mat^! x ^ Z) -> ^(Xi X X^)

^W ^ subgroup L(X^, 9^) o/Z^ Afl^ the following properties:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

^.^(0(21, Z^)) == 74(Xi x X^),
Ker T^^ == { C e Mat(^ x ^, Z) | ^i GXg == 0 for all \ e L(X,, y,), ^ = = 1 , 2 } ,
L(X^, 9^) ^ fl/r^ AV^ summand in Z°k of ranks{^) — s(^) + 1,
T^^^ is an isomorphism if and only if s^^) ^ g^for k == 1, 2.
Proof. — Properties (i) and (ii) follow directly from Theorem 3.4.
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We shall now prove (iii). Note that if o^: 3K^ -> ^\ is the canonical morphism (that is, the Albanese morphism) corresponding to some point x^ in X^,
and a^ : ^(C) -> ^(C) is the embedding determined by 0^3 then the induced homomorphism Hi(a^) : Hi(<^(C), Z) -> Hi(^(C), Z) is an isomorphism. By examining
the definition of L(X^, <p^) (cf. the paragraph preceding Theorem 3.4) and applying
Lemma 3.7 (i), one readily obtains (iii).
It follows from (ii) and (iii) that T(y ^ ) is an isomorphism if and only if
s r
(^ k) ~~ ^^k) + 1 == g^jc) f01' k == 1,2. The last condition is satisfied if and only if
s(S'^ ^ g^) == g^ (cf. Section 1 for the relations between g^^, ^(^), and c(^)).
Hence (iv) holds. D
For many applications of Theorem 3.9 a certain technical result, Lemma 3.10
below, is very useful.
Let Z^ be a complex g^ x gj^ matrix for k == 1, 2. Clearly,
D(Zi, Z,) - { G e Mat(^ X g^ Z) | \lm Z^) C(Im Z,) e Mat(^ X ^, Z)}
is a Z-submodule of Mat {g^ X g^ Z). We shall give, in particular, an explicit characterization of these matrices Z^ and Zg for which rank G(Zi, Zg) = ^i g^ == rank Mat(^i X g^, Z).
Lemma 3.10. — W^A ^ notation as above:
(i) If 2 Re Z^ has integer entries for k == 1, 2, to 4D(Zi, Zg) c C(Zi, Zg) and
4G(Zi, Zg) c D(Zi, Zg), a%rf A^^ rank C(Zi, Zg) = rank D(Zi, Z^).
(ii) C(Zi, Zg) == D(Zi, Zg), provided that Re Z^ ^ integer entries for k = 1 , 2 .
(iii) rank D(Zi, Z^) == ^i ^2 ^^^ o^ly ift^ ^s is a rational number for all 1 ^ a ^ g^
1 ^ P ^ gi. 1 ^ Y ^ g2, 1 < 8 ^ g^ where Im Z^ = (^), Im Zg = (^).

Proo/; — The argument is straightforward and we leave it for the reader (cf. the
proof of Lemma 2.2). D
By Proposition 3.8, rank ^(.^(R) X ^*(R)) ^ g2 for every algebraic curve X
over R of genus g with ^(R) nonempty. We shall now give a characterization of the
exceptional curves for which this maximum rank is attained.
Proposition 3 . 1 1 . — Let 2K he an algebraic curve over R of positive genus g such that
.T(R) has s connected components, s^ 1. Then rank 74 (^(K) X ^(R)) = ,?2 zf and only if
s ^ g and the Jacobian variety of the curve 2K X g C oy^r C i^ isomorphic over C to the product
of g pairwise isogenous elliptic curves over C with complex multiplication. Furthermore, the set
{ [3T] E^ | ^(R) =|= 0 and rank ^(^(R) X ^(R)) == g2}

is at most countable.
Proof. — Recall that an Abelian variety T over C of positive dimension g is
isomorphic to the product of g pairwise isogenous elliptic curves over C with complex
multiplication if and only if V^ admits a period matrix whose all entries belong to the
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imaginary quadratic extension Q^V^— d) of Q, for some positive integer d [19]. Obviously,
if all entries of W are in Q^V— d) for some period matrix (W, I y ) of ^, then all entries
of W are in Q^(V~^~d) for any period matrix (W, 1^) of i^.
Let ^ be the Jacobian variety of SK and let Z be a period matrix of S£. The Abelian
variety ^ X n C over C is the Jacobian variety of SK X a C, and (Z, ly) is a period
matrix of ^ and of e^ X g C.
It follows from Proposition 3.8, Theorem 3.9 (iv), and Lemma 3.10 (i), (iii)
that the condition rank 7r^(.3T(R) X ^(R)) = g2 holds if and only if s ^ g and all entries
of Z belong to ^(v—d) for some positive integer d.
The first assertion of the proposition is a consequence of the facts listed above.
Since ^(R) is nonempty, Torelli's theorem for algebraic curves over R [14, 22, 26]
implies that °K is determined up to isomorphism by the isomorphism class of its polarized
Jacobian variety. Thus the second assertion of the proposition also follows. D
Since no algebraic curve over C with genus greater than 3 and Jacobian variety
isomorphic to the product of elliptic curves over C is known [13], the question of existence
of an algebraic curve 2C over R of genus g greater than 3 with rank TC^(^(R) X ^(R)) = g2
is, a fortiori, wide open. Curves of genus 1 or 2 are discussed in this context in the remark
following Theorem 1.13 in Section 1.
4. Algebraic curves over R of small genus
We shall show that the results of Section 3 take a very appealing and concrete
form for algebraic curves over R of genus 1 or 2 (the reader may consult [7, 9] for the
genus 1 case). Towards the end of this section we shall also discuss concrete examples
of curves of higher genus.
We already considered the moduli space e^ (resp. ^) of algebraic curves over R
of genus g (resp. principally polarized Abelian varieties over R of dimension g). Let
^:^-^j^

be the Torelli map, that is, ^([^]) = [<<] for all [^] in e^i, where ^ is the Jacobian
variety of 3£ endowed with the canonical polarization. If g ^ 2, then ty is injective,
while for g == 0 or 1 the restrictions of ty to
{ [3T] e^ | ^-(R) + 0 }

and

{ [^] e^ | S-(R) = 0 }

are injective [14, 22]. In particular, for every g ^ 0 the restriction ofty to each connected
component ^)8fe) of ^ is injective (cf. Section 1 for the definition ofJX^8^).

Before we state the next general property of^, recall that a topological embedding
is a continuous, injective map/: S ->T between topological spaces such that/maps
homeomorphically S onto/(S) endowed with the topology induced from T.
Proposition 4.1. — If g ^ 2, then ty\J(9^ ->^ is a topological embedding.
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Proof. — Since tg is continuous (cf. [26]) and injective, it suffices to prove that
if { SK\} is a sequence in ^g (we identify curves and their isomorphism classes) and
{ t g ( S K ' n ) } converges in ^g, then { S£\} converges in ^R.
Let <^R be the moduli space of stable curves over R (cf. [25]). In particular,
e^aC^g and e^g is a compactification of^^. We claim that if a subsequence { S£ }
of { SK\} converges to a curve SC in e^^, then SK belongs to e^a, that is, SK is smooth
and X X ^ C is irreducible. To this end, let e^g, e^g and ^ denote the complex
counterparts ofeJ^, Jl^ and J^, respectively. The map Jt^ ->^, ^ ->(^ X p C
is continuous and hence the sequence { 3£ X R C } converges to SK X R C in c^fg. Let
Tg :^°c ->^ be the Torelli map. Since the map ^ ->-j^f? ^ -> ^ X B C is continuous and T^(^ X R C) = ^(.^J X n C, we conclude that the sequence { T^(^ X R C) }
converges in ^f* By [23, p. I l l , 112], Tg is a topological embedding, and hence
{ ^ n x K ^ } converges in e^. Since e^{! is a Hausdorff space, it follows that 9C is smooth
and °£ X ^ C is irreducible; thus the claim is proved.
The claim implies that { SK\} converges in ^^, and hence the proof of the proposition is finished. D
We proceed to give an explicit description of tg(^°^) for ^ ^ 2 . This is trivial if
g == 0 since ja^ consists of one point. To deal with the case g > 0, recall from Section 2
(see the text following the proof of Proposition 2.7) that the map
7T,:H,->^

7C,(Z)=[^]

is continuous and surjective. Obviously, an element Z of tig is a period matrix of an
algebraic curve °€ over R of genus g if and only if T^(Z) == ^([«^]).
Example 4.2. — Set
A( 1 ' 1 ' 1 ) =f1-+^/~Z~\t\teR,t>oV

A(i,o,2) ^ [V^Tui/eR^X)),
A1 = A^'^ uA^ 0 '^.
It is well known that n^ \ A1 : A1 -> j^p is a homeomorphism (even a real analytic isomorphism [14, 29]), and hence
-5,/(1,1,1) _ /,- | \1\ f A ( l , l , l ) \
^R
— l^l |A ) [^
)^

.,./(1,0,2) _ / _ | A H / A d , 0 , 2 ) \
^R
— (7r! |A M^
)

are the connected components of <^. Furthermore,
, / ^d,i, D\ _ ^(i,i,i)
^i^^^n
) — ^R
9
. / ^ ( 1 , 2 . 2 ) \ _ -^(1,0,2)
^l^R
J —— ^R
5

, / ^ ( 1 , 0 , 2 ) \ _ o/ ( l ' o ' 2 )
^l^R
J —— ^R
3

and the restriction of^ to each connected component ofc^g is a topological embedding
of this component in ^g. Later on in this section we shall make use of the map
^ = {n^\Al)~lo^:^->A\
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Every algebraic curve SK over R of genus 1 has a unique period (period matrix, if we
want to conform to general terminology) Z in A1, namely Z ===- ^i([<^]). It will be also
convenient to set
M1 = A1,

M^1} 1) = A^ lf 1),

and

M^ 2 ' 2) = A^ °'2).

a

Some preparation is still required to describe ^G^ti)- Recall (cf. Section 2, the
paragraph preceding the proof of Theorem 1.7) that TTg | A2 : A2 -> ^ is a homeomorphism, where
A2 = A^' 2 '^ u A^^ u A^ 0 '^ u A^ 2 '^
and the A^'^ are the connected components of A2, explicitly described in Hg by simple
inequalities. The family {^^1£1S} = ^(A^*^) } is the set of connected components
ofj^a; thus ^a ^as 4" connected components.
We remember from Section 1 that e^g has 5 connected components ^^8fs),
where (J, s) belongs to { (1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2), (1, 2), (0, 2) }. It is well known that
hW
^(^

lf 1)

)

11)2)

c

^ 211),
2 0 2

^(^B' 2) 1))

) U^^R ' ' ^

c

^ lf1 ) .

^W' 3t 2))

c

^B21

01 2)

,

C^,2,2)

(cf. [14, 26]). Define
,, . ^y2
Mg • e-^R

A2
——^' - l Y

by u^ == (TTg I A2)"1 o ^2. By construction, every algebraic curve ^ over R of genus 2
has a unique period matrix Z in A2, namely Z == ^(E^])- ^ turns out that ^(^^' 8>8) )
can be explicitly described. To this end, set
M(2.i,i) = { z e A^'2^ | Im Z == (^,), ^ > 0 },
M(2,2,i) = { z e A^^^ | Im Z = (^,), ^ > 0 },
M(2,3,2) = { z e A^' 0 '^ | Im Z = (^,), ^ > 0 },
M(2,i,2) = j z e A^' 2 '^ [ det(Im Z) < l j,
M<2,o,2) ^ \7 e^ 2 ' 2 ' 2 ) | det(ImZ) > 1 ) ,
M2 = M^ 1 '^ u M^ 2 ' 15 u M^ 31 ^ u M^' 1 '^ u M02'012).
Theorem 4.3. — T^ TTZ^ ^3: ^j^ -> A2 is a topological embedding. Moreover^

u^M^ = M2

and

u^M^3^ == M^8-^

for all (., s) in {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2), (1, 2), (0, 2) }.
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Proof. -— Let W be a principally polarized Abelian surface over R. We shall view
^c === ^ X a C as a principally polarized Abelian surface over C and identify, as usual,
^(C) and ^c(^)* Since every algebraic curve of genus 2 is hyperelliptic, it follows
from Torelli's theorem (cf. the version in [22, Theorem 12.1]) that W is the Jacobian
variety of an algebraic curve over R if and only if ^ is the Jacobian variety of an
algebraic curve (projective and smooth) over C. Hence, by [20, p. 348, (8.2)], W is
not the Jacobian variety of an algebraic curve over R if and only if W^ is isomorphic
as a polarized Abelian variety to <^i Xc <^2? where <?i and ^ are elliptic curves over C
endowed with the canonical polarizations. We identify W(C) with <^i(C) x ^(C)
and regard <^(C) as a subset of ^(C), k == 1, 2. If a : ^(C) -> ^(C) is the complex
conjugation, then either
(4.3.1)

^«(C)) == <(C)

for k = 1, 2,

<^(<W)) + <W),

where I = 1 or ^ = 2.

or
(4.3.2)

If (4.3.1) holds, then there exists an elliptic curve ^ over R such that
^k = ^k X R c for k == 1, 2. It follows that [^] = [^i X B ^2] in ^B- By example 4.2,
we have 71:1 (ZJ = [^] for some Z^ in A1, A = 1, 2. Hence (71:2 | A 2 )-^^]) belongs to
P == (A^^^M^ 1 ' 1 ^ u (A2'.1'1^^21^) u (A^^^M^ 3 '^).
Conversely, if (^21 A 2 ) -l ([ ( ^]) belongs to P, then there exist elliptic curves <?i and S^
over C such that ^c and ^i Xy ^2 are isomorphic as polarized Abelian varieties, and
(4.3.1) is satisfied.
If (4.3.2) holds, then by [20, p. 348, (8.1)], there exists an isomorphism of
complex Lie groups h: ^c(^) ^ ^(C) X CT(<^(C)). Moreover, if h is constructed as
in the proof of [20, p. 348, (8 1)], and h(v) == (^, z^), where v is in W^C), ^ is in <^(C),
»2 is in (T(<^(C)), then h{a{u)) = (0(^2)5 ^(^i)). Note that if^ is the conjugate of S^
then <^(C) == cr(^(C)) and A is induced by an isomorphism ^ c - ^ ^ ^ °f
polarized Abelian varieties. By [30, Lemma 10.10 and its proof], (^2 | A2)""^^])
belongs to
Q== J Z eA^' 2 ^ [ det(ImZ) = 1 ) = A^^^VM^ 11 ^ u M 02 ' 0 ' 2 ^.
Conversely, if (^ | A2)-1^]) belongs to Q, using [30, Lemma 10.10], one readily
shows that (4.3.2) is satisfied.
Summarizing, we have
u,^) = M2,
t^M == M^ 8 '^

^(^H211^) u ^(^R'0^)

for (., s) e { (1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2) },
==

M^' 1 '^ u M^ 0 '^.
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Applying [30, Lemma 10.10] once again, we also get
"2(^B2-1) 2)) = M 12 - 1 - 2) ,

M^g-0-2)) = M<2- °-2).

Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. D
Let S be an algebraic curve over R of genus g with X == ^(R) nonempty, that
is, g{S~) = g and s{3T) > 1. Let ^ be the Jacobian variety of ST. If Z is a period matrix
of 9^, then one can find an isomorphism 0 : <S/^ -> ^ of polarized Abelian varieties
over R. Let <&c : ^z(C) -^ ^"(C) be the map determined by 0. Since ^(C) = C'1[Q],
where Q = (Z, L,), and <&c is a Gal(C/R)-equivariant isomorphism of complex Lie
groups, we have the homomorphism
^c:Hi(X,Z) -^Z»
constructed in the paragraph following Proposition 3.3 (recall that Z" = [?] n R»,
and elements of Z' are viewed as ^ x 1 matrices) and the subgroup
L(X,Oc)=^(Hi(X,Z))
of 7s. Explicit computation of L(X, Op) is crucial for effective applications of Theorem 3.9. Directly from Theorem 3.9 we obtain the following facts for g = 1 or 2. If
g = 1, then L(X, 0c) = Z. Ifg == 2 andj(^) > 2 (resp.^ = 2 and (J(^), e(^-)) = (1, 2))
then L(X, 0c) == Z2 (resp. L(X, Oc) = 0). The only remaining case for g = 2, namely
(^(^), s(^)) = (1, 1), is much harder and is dealt with below.
Proposition. 4.4. — Let 2' be an algebraic curve over R of genus 2. Assume that s{3') = 1
and e(^) = 1, that is, [ST] belongs to ^•l•l>. If 7. = u^[3T\) and ^ is the Jacobian variety
ofS', then there exists an isomorphism 0 : ^ -5. ^ of polarized, Abelian varieties over R such that
L(X,^)=zl\

Proof. — Let ^ be the space of all polynomials Q, of degree 6 with real coefficients
and the leading coefficient 1 such that the complex roots of Q, are distinct, and — 1, 1
are the only real roots of Q,. It is well known that X can be given by an affine equation

y = PW,
for some P in ^ (cf. [14, p. 170]). We regard ^(C) as the 2-sheeted branched covering
of Pi(C),

TC : ^(C) -> P^C),
ramified over the roots of P. As usual, we identify P^CUV [1:0]} with C and
S{G}\K-\\\ : 0]) with
Gp={(^)6C2|y==P(^}.
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Then TT, viewed as a map of Cp into C, is given by
n{x,jy) == x.

Let CT : ^(C) -> <^(C) be the complex conjugation.
We shall now construct a symplectic basis (Pi, pg, ai, ocg) for Hi(<%"(C), Z) (a^ and ^
will be represented by cycles passing through the ramification points, which is a convenient, for our purposes, modification of the usual construction, cf. for example [20,
p. 345, 346]) such that
(4.4.1)

H,(a) (a,) = (B, - a,,

(4.4.2)

Y = Pi + ?2,

H^a) (?,) == P,

for k == 1, 2,

where y ls ^e homology class in Hi(^T(C), Z) represented by <^(R) endowed with a
suitable orientation.
To this end, let j^, .. .,j&5 be the roots of P ordered in such a way that ?Q = 1,
^3 = — 1, p^ ==j&5, j&2 ^J^ Im^i> 0, Imj&2> 0, Re^i ^ Rej^* Let <Zi and ^ be
the oriented segments from p^ to j&o, and from p^ to ^3, respectively. Let b^ and &g be
simple oriented arcs in C from p^ to ^5, and from p^ to ^3, respectively. We choose b^
so that r(^) == b^ as sets for k == 1,2, where T : C ->C is the complex conjugation. Denote
by <; the union (— oo, — 1] u [1, oo) oriented in such a way that the preferred direction
on (— oo, — 1] (resp. [1, oo)) is from — oo to — 1 (resp. oo to 1). Let Ty be a ray with
beginning point p y , j == 0, . . ., 5.
^-plane

P^Px

FIG. 1
We choose &i, 63, and TO, . . ., r^ as on Figure 1. In particular, the sets we consider
intersect only at the points indicated on Figure 1, and a^ is transverse to b^ atj&i (resp. a^
is transverse to 63 at ^4).
Note that rc-1^), rc-1^) are ^°° curves in ^(C) f o r ^ = = l , 2 , and TiT1^) == ^(R).
Choose the determination of VP{x) on C\(ro u ... u 7-5) such that Im VP(O) > 0.
Clearly, the set
Gp = ( {x,y) e C 2 1 x e C\{r, u ... u ^), y = VP^ )
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is contained in Cp. We pick the orientations on rc"1^), T^"1^), ^(R) in such a way
that the embeddings
TC : TT-1^) n Cp -> a^

n: Tc"1^) n Gp -> b^

n: ^-(R) n Gp- -> c
preserve the orientations (obviously, we can do this for the first two embeddings, and
the choice of the orientation on c implies that this can be done also for the third embedding).
Let oc^, (3fc, and y be the homology classes in Hi(^(C), Z) represented by Tc~l{a^)^
1
TC"" ^), and ^(R), respectively. One readily verifies that (Pi, (Bg, o^, ag) is a symplectic
basis for Hi(^(C), Z) and (4.4.1) holds. Furthermore, the intersection number of y
and o^ is 1 for k == 1, 2, and hence (4.4.2) is also satisfied.
It is now easy to obtain a period matrix of 3E. Indeed, regard
dx

—

CO

and

j,

x dx

T] == ——
y

as holomorphic forms on ^*(C) (they are linearly independent), and set
( |
f

CO

J <x^

A=

f| (0\
•/ oc^

f t

|

,

hh

\ •/ a^

«/ ag

f

| (0^

•/3l

•/P2

\./3i

J^

B=

/

(0

f,f,

f

Since <o and 73 are defined over R, it follows from (4.4.1) that the lattice generated
by the columns of (A, B) is mapped onto itself by the complex conjugation. Thus
Zp^B-^A
belongs to Hg and is a period matrix of SE. Furthermore (4.4.2) implies that one can
find an isomorphism T : ^p -> <^ of polarized Abelian varieties over R such that
(4.4.3)

L(X,Tc)=zQ.

The proof is not finished, however, because Zp need not be equal to Z == ^([X])In order to complete the proof, we first observe that Zp can be computed by
integrating suitable forms on the A;-plane. Let
dx
VJ-p ——

x dx

.————— ,

/Jp ——

VPW

.—————

VPW

on C\(ro u . . . u y-g), and
0)p
•J CTI

(dp

(Op

J Og

,

p—
^P

\ J a^

•D

i5p =

Jbi

^IP

^P

J 03

0)p
J»2

"

\Jbi

^IP
Jl>s

1
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Then A = 2Ap, B = 2Bp, and
(4.4.4)

Zjp —- -Dp

—P •

We shall now consider a particular algebraic curve SK^ over R given by the equation
y = PoM, where
P,(^) == ^ - 1.
We claim that
(4.4.5)

Zp.=a,(|X,]).

Indeed, we can use the construction described above for the polynomial Pg. If
^ = (1/2) + V^~l{V312), then />, = ^, ^ = 0, ..., 5, are the roots of P(>. As ^
(resp. b^ we can take the oriented segment from p^ to p^ (resp. from p^ to p^.
^i111""

2

(——1

(l

•

0

(0»1
\

f

4

Fro. 2

All the integrals below are taken along the line segments. If
r ==

cop^

and

s ==

Jo

T)?^
Jo

then an obvious change of variables yields
(4.4.6)

f'

<i)p^ = ^ r

and

Jo

^
f ^P,=^
Jo

for ^* = 0, ...,5. Using (4.4.6), we can easily express the integrals of (Op^ and 7)p^
along a^ and b^ in terms of ^, r, s. For example,

f ^po = f, ^po = f ^po - f ^po = ^^c1 - ^)-

1/ai ^^Jr
J^ 1
Jai
JC

JO

Jo
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For the other integrals one gets analogous formulas, which leads to
A•PO

BP.-

/r(l-^)

-r(l+^)\

V(l -^ 2 )

s{l -^} F

fr^-^)

r^-^)\

W-^)

s{^-^)j

2V-lV3
V

s

Hence, by (4.4.4),

ZP.=B,,.A,.=^

^+

V3 2V3
2V3 V3

Clearly, Zp^ is in M^11^ and therefore (4.4.5) is proved. In view of (4.4.3), the
proposition is proved for ^o.
We shall now consider the general case. Let S^R) be the vector space of all real
symmetric 2 x 2 matrices and let S^"(R) be the cone in S^R) of the positive definite
matrices,

(('"'")"

S,+(R) = (f11 f12) e S,(R) 11^ > 0, ^ t^ - ^ > 0 1.
lVl2
W
Vi2 hw
]
Observe that the space y is connected, the map
F:^-^^,

F(Q)==ZQ

is continuous, and 2 Re F(Pg) = 2 Re Zp^ = I^. It follows that
F(^) £ g 1^ +

1 S^R).

Set

R=

I I1!!

^12\

I Vi2

W

/ n

1

6S,+(R)|0<^<fn«22 ,
i

1 - n\

^'L. -.)•
So = R U Go R 'Co
Sn == G,, So C,,

\

of course, Co = 'Co =

S^ = G(, SB Go.

/o \\
U

07/
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Clearly, Sg = Sg. Moreover, S,, is the convex subset of S^(R) bounded by the planes
in S^R) passing through the pairs of the lines
R

a \\
\1

ra2

R

I/

n(n + 1)\

\n(n + 1 )

2

(n + I) ;

((n - I)2

n{n - 1)\

\ra(/z - 1)

n2

R

Note that the plane V,, passing through the last two lines is of the form
V^G^VO'G..,

where
(tn

ti2\

Vo=
/12

eS^I^-O .

^2

Set

v» »^ —G ^0
o V»^^ ^0a.
v

v

If L is the plane in Sa(R) defined by
J-* ==-

(hi

ti2\

\^12

^22'

eS^R) 1 ^ 2 2 = -^ii+l ,

then the intersection S^(R) n L is an open disc. The sets $„ n L, S^ n L, V^ n L,
Vn n L are shown on Figure 3 for n = 0, 1, 2. One can verify that

s = n^U0 s,, u n^-Q
u s,
is a convex open subset of S^(R) with boundary 8S contained in

v = n^O
U v,.u n^Q
u v;.
Plane L

FIG. 3
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We assert that
(4.4.7)

F(^) <= ^ I, + yC^s.

Indeed, let us consider the action of the group Fg on Hg (cf. Section 2, the paragraph
preceding the proof of Theorem 1.6 for the definition of Fg and its action on Hg).
Observe that if C belongs to Glg(Z), then

/G ^c^-cA
4

K=|

t

C-l

.0

belongs to Fg, and the action of K on W = - Ig + A/— IT in Hg is given by
(K,W) ^ K . W - l a + V^CrFC.
Recall that ^r and ^K.W

are

isomorphic as polarized Abelian varieties over R. It is

obvious that no matrix in - Ig + V — l V o is a period matrix of an algebraic curve
over R (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.3), and hence no matrix in V is a period matrix
of an algebraic curve over R. Since 8S c V, 8^ is connected, F is continuous, F(Po)
belongs to . Ig + V — IS, and F(QJ = ZQ is a period matrix of an algebraic curve
over R for all Q, in ^ it follows that (4.4.7) is satisfied.
By (4.4.7), the period matrix Zp of SK is of the form

(4.4.8)

/c ^c^—cA

Zp=|

.0

2

Iz',

^^

7

where Z' belongs to -1^ + V^HR = M^^ and either C = G^ or G = Go C^ for

some n ^ 0. Since Z' is a period matrix of 9£ and Z is in M^'1'^, we must have
Z' == Z == ^([^]). It follows from (4.4.8) that there exists an isomorphism
0
w -^ oy — w
VJ • ty
• Zp "^ tyz' — ^ z

of polarized Abelian varieties over R such that the map

Gc : ^z,(C) = CWZp, I,)] ^ ^(C) = C2/[(Z, I,)]
determined by G is induced by the linear isomorphism
C2-^2,

v -.C-1^
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Recall that we already constructed the isomorphism T : ^p -> ^ of polarized Abelian
varieties over R such that (4.4.3) is satisfied. Note that
<D:yoG-1:^-^^
is an isomorphism of polarized Abelian varieties over R, and since

c

^

we obtain
L(X,Oc)=zQ.
Thus the proof of the proposition is finished. D
We are now in a position to give a very explicit description of ^(X^ x Xg),
where X^ = ^(R) and SK^ is an algebraic curve over R of genus 1 or 2 for k = 1, 2.
In particular, the map Uy \M^ -^ A9 for g == 1, 2 (cf. Example 4.2 and the paragraph
preceding Theorem 4.3) will be used. We begin with the simplest case, ,?(^) = 1
for k = 1, 2.
Example 4.5. — Let SK^ be an algebraic curve over R of genus 1 with X^ == <^(R)
nonempty, k == 1,2. Let Z^ = ^i([^J) for A = 1, 2. Then there exists an isomorphism
TH : Mat(l x 1, Z) -^ 7^(Xi x X^
such that
^(G(Zi, Z,)) = ^(Xi X X,).

This follows immediately from Theorem 3.9. Of course, Mat(l X 1, Z) = Z, and we
should mention that the subgroup G(Zi, Zg) of Z is explicitly computed in [9] (note
that the notation in [9] is somewhat different than here). D
The case ^(^) == k for k = 1, 2 is considerably more difficult and requires, among
other things. Proposition 4.4.
Theorem 4.6. — Let ^ be an algebraic curve over R of genus k with X^ == ^(R)
nonempty, k == 1, 2. Let Z^ = M&([^]) for k = 1, 2. r&?% ^r<? m^ OTZ epimorphism

T^ : Mat(l X 2, Z) ^ 7^(Xi x X^)
JM^A ^Aa^
(i) T^(G(Zi,Z2))=74(XiXX,),
(ii) T^g i,? an isomorphism if S^SK^) > 2,
(iii) Ker T^ = { (^, ^) e Mat(l X 2, Z) | ^ + ^ = 0 } if (^), e(^)) = (1, 1),
(iv) KerTig = Mat(l X 2, Z), fAaf y, 7^(Xi x X^) = 0 if {s(^), s(3-^ = (1, 2).
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Proof. — The existence of Tig satisfying (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 3.9,
while in order to obtain (iii) one applies also Proposition 4.4. Condition (iv) is a consequence of Proposition 3.8. D
We shall now consider the last case, g{9r^ = = 2 for k == 1,2. Of course, without
loss of generality we may assume that ^(<^*i) < s{3K'^).
Theorem 4.7. — Let SC^ be an algebraic curve over R of genus 2 with X^ = ^(R)
nonempty, k == 1, 2. Let Z^ == ^([^D for k == 1,2. Then there exists an epimorphism
^: Mat(2 X 2, Z) -> 7^(Xi x X^)

^^ ^Aa^

(i) T^(C(ZI, z,)) = 74(Xi x x,),
(ii) T^ ^ ^ isomorphism if s^^) ^ 2,/or A = 1, 2,
(iii) Ker T^ == { (^,) e Mat(2 X 2, Z) | c^ + c^ = 0, c^ + ^2 == 0 }

if Wi). W) == (1, 1) ^d s^) > 2,
(iv) Ker ^2 = { ^ e Mat(2 X 2, Z) | c^ + ^g + ^21 + ^22 == 0 }
^ (^(^), eW) = (1, 1) for k == 1, 2,
(v) Ker^ === Mat(2 X 2, Z), /A^ is, ^(Xi x X^) == 0 z/ ^(^), s(^)) = (1, 2) /or
t = 1 or / = 2.

Proo/1 — As in the proof of Theorem 4.6, the existence ofr^ satisfying (i) and (ii)
follows from Theorem 3.9. To obtain (iii) and (iv), one applies in addition Proposition 4.4. Condition (v) follows from Proposition 3.8. D
Before stating our next result, let us recall from Section 1 that
{^^\(s^)eA,u{{0,2)}}

is the set of connected components of^^.
By Proposition 3.8, if ([^i], [^2]) ^ in ^lt811el) X^ 21 ' 2 '^ with (^, e^)
in A for k == 1, 2, then
rank^(^i(R) X ^(R)) ^ rank 7^1 (K) X ^W)
^ ( ^ - S l + 1) ^ 2 - S 2 + 1)-

Given a nonnegative integer r, we put
^r(gl ^1^1^ 82^2^2)

= {([XiL [^2]) ^ ^B'1'81'el) X ^ 82f e2) I ^ank ^(^(R) X ^(K)) = r}.
In particular, for r == 0 we have
^otei^i? ^^i^?^?^)
=={([^•1], [^2]) e^i^r^ X Jt^^ | ^(^(R) X ^(R)) == 0}.

In order to describe the sets 3t^, s^^\g^s^ £2), it is convenient to denote by S^(R)
the R-vector space of all real, symmetric n x n matrices. Our next result is a more
detailed version of Theorem 1.12.
7
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Theorem 4.8. — Let

^

==

j

£

( ! ~~ ! + 1) (^2

—

(^, sj ^ m A^, ^r<?

1 ^ & ^ 2 /or

k = 1,2.

Z^

^2 + 1). T/^TZ ^r^ exists a chain of sets

S^(R) x S^(R) = Vo D V^ 3 ... 3 V, 3 V,^ = 0
.s^A that
(i) /or ^A integer^ satisfying 1 ^ ^ ^ p, the set V^ ^ the union of a countable family of algebraic
subsets of VQ,
(ii) Vy\Vy +1 zj A?7^ in Vp (^'TZ ^ 7^^^ topology) for all 0^ r^ p,
(iii) ^ set U n (Vy\Vy _^ i) ^ uncountable for each nonempty open subset U </ Vg a^rf a//
0^ r^^
(iv) ^TZ [<S^] m ^k^k^k) with Z^ == ^([^])/or ^ = 1, 2, W ^ m^r r satisfying
0 ^ r ^ p, one has
rank ^(.Ti (R) X ^W) = y
z/* ^^ only if (Im Z^, Im Zg) belongs to V,\Vy^_i.
Furthermore, ^r(^i, ^13 Si; ^a? ^2? ^ zjt a% uncountable and dense subset of
^i,si,£i) x^2^2,e2) for all O ^ r ^ p , and the set SSo{gi, s^ ^', g^, s^, ^) is the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of^(^lfslfsl} x e^^ 2 ' 82 ' 5 ^.

Proof. — Let q=g^g^ Wo = S^(R) X S^(R), and W , + i = = 0 . Given an
integer n, 1 ^ n ^ q, denote by 0.^ the set of all yz-tuples (G^, ..., G^) of linearly independent elements of MatQ^i X g^y Z). Obviously, for each (Ci, ..., G^) in Q^ the set
W ^ , , , c „ ) = { ( T l , T , ) e W o | T l C , T , E M a t ( ^ x ^ , Z ) for l ^ j ^ n }
is the union of a countable family of algebraic subsets of WQ. Setting

w,=

u

(Ci,...,c»)eo«

w^,,^,

we obtain a chain of sets
S^(R) X S^(R) = Wo 3 Wi 3 . .. D W, D W,^ = 0.

In particular,
(4.8.1)

Wo\Wi is dense in Wo.

Furthermore, one easily verifies that if (E^, . . ., EJ is in Q^ and each matrix E^. has
precisely one entry equal to 1 and all other entries 0, then the following conditions are
satisfied:
(4.8.2)
(4.8.3)

W^,,.,^)\W,+i is dense in Wo;
(W(E ,..., E )\Y^n +1) n U is uncountable for each nonempty open subset U of Wo.
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In order to define the sets Vi, ..., V^ (of course, Vo = Wo, V^i = 0), we
have to consider several cases.
Case 1. — Suppose ^ ^ ^ for k = 1, 2. Then p == q and we set V^ = W^ for
1 ^ n ^ p.
Case 2 . — I f ^ = 0 , that is, (^, ^, ^) = (2, 1, 2) for k = 1 or k = 2, then no
new set has to be defined.
Listing other cases we may assume without loss of generality that^i ^ g^. Moreover,
if gi =: <?25 ^en we may assume ^ ^ jg. Thus it remains to consider three additional
cases.
Case 3. — Suppose ^ = 1 and (^2, ^> Sg) == (2, 1, 1). Then p = 1 and we set
Vi = U W(o, where
CGKi

KI - { C = (q, ,2) e Mat(l X 2, Z) [ ^ + ^2 + 0 }.
Ca^ 4. — Suppose (^, ^, s^) = (2, 1, 1) for k = 1, 2. Then p = 1 and we set
Vi == U W/^p where
CGKg

Kg = { G - (^,) e Mat(2 X 2, Z) | c^ + c^ + c^ + ^ + 0 }.
Co^ 5. — Suppose (^i, Ji, si) = (2, 1, 1) and ^ > ^ === 2. Then ^ === 2 and we
set Vi = U W^, Vg =
U
W^c,),
where
2
CELi

(Ci,C2)GL2

^

Li == Mat(2 X 2, Z)\L,
L2 = { (Ci, C,) e^ I (ZCi + ZG^) n L = { 0 }},
L = { C = (^,) e Mat(2 X 2, Z) | ^ + ^21 - 0, ^ + ^22 = 0 }.
Now, (i) is obvious, while (ii) and (iii) follow from (4 8.1), (4.8.2), and (4.8.3).
In order to establish (iv) it suffices to recall that rankC^Z^Zg) = rank D(Z^, Zg)
(cf. Lemma 3.10 (i)) and apply Example 4.5 and Theorems 4.6, 4.7. Indeed, for [^]
and Z^ as in (iv), one has
rank^(^(R) x ^(R)) = rank T^(D(ZI, Z,)).
Furthermore, (Im Z^, Im Zg) belongs to W^ ^, ^ c ) ^ ^d ^IY if H belongs to D (Z^, Zg)
for all 1 ^ i ^ 72.
By Example 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the map
^ X ^e^i'8^ X^ 2 ' 8 2 '^ — M ^ ' 8 1 ' ^ X M^a'^

is a homeomorphism which, in view of (iv), transforms ^y(^i, ^i, Ci;^ ^^ £2)
{ (Zi, Zg) e M^8!'^ x M^'<2^2) ] (im Zi, Im Zg) e V,\V^i }.

onto
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Since M^ is contained in the closure of the interior of M^ in Hy for k = 1, 2, the last
assertion of the theorem follows from (ii) and (iii). D
If [^] is in M^8^ with {s, e) in Ay, then Proposition 3.8 implies
rank74(^-(R) x ^(R)) ^ rank^(^(R) x ^(R)) = (j - e + I)2.
We put
^o(^ ^) == { [ar] e.<^ | 7^(R) x ^T(R)) = 0 },
^ ^) = { [3K-] e ^'s*e) | rank ^(^(R) x ^(R)) = {s - s + I)2}.
The following result includes Theorem 1.13.
Theorem 4.9. — Let (s, s) be in Ay, where g == 1 or g = 2. Tfe^ ^oC?? ^ s) ^ the
intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of Jl^^^, whereas the set St{g, s, e)
is dense in JSf^91^. Furthermore, the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) ^ote, ^ s) == 3S{g, s, e) =^8'e) ^ (^, ^, c) == (2, 1, 2),
(ii) St{g, s, e) is uncountable if {g, s, s) == (2, 1, 1),
(iii) ^(^, ^ e) is countable in all other cases.

Proof. — Define
G, =

n

(S,(R)\{ T e S,(R) | TGT = D }),

(C, D) G L

where L = (Mat(^ x g, Z)\{0}) X Mnt(g x g, Z). Clearly, G, is the intersection of
a countable family of open and dense subsets of S,(R). Moreover, an element Z of H
satisfies D(Z, Z) = 0 if and only if Im Z belongs to G,. It follows from Example 4.5,
Theorem 4.7, and Lemma 3.10 (i) that
(4.9.1)

^(g, s, e) = { [3T] e^.'.8' | Im Z e G,, where Z = u,^]) }.

Let now
E = { T e S^R) | 3 G = (c.,) e Mat(2 X 2, Z) such that
<-n + ^12 + ^2i + c^ + 0 and TGT e Mat(2 X 2, Z) },

F, = { T e S,(R) | TGT has rational entries for all C 6 Mat(,? x g, Z) },
fS,(R) if (g, s, s) = (2, 1, 2)
A(^,s)=

E
\F,

if { g , s , s ) = (2,1,1)
in all other cases.

One easily sees that E is dense in S^R), and E n U is uncountable for each nonempty,
open subset U of S2(R). On the other hand, F, is dense in S,(R) and countable for
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g = 1, 2. By Lemma 3.10 (i), we have rank D(Z, Z) == rank G(Z, Z) for Z in H and
hence, in view of Example 4.5 and Theorem 4.7,
(4.9.2)

^(g,s,^ ={[^] e.^.^'IImZeAQ^s), where Z = ^([^]) }.

By (4.9.1), (4.9.2), Example 4.2, and Theorem 4.3, the homeomorphism
«, : ^> ••s) -> M"- '•e) transforms 8S^g, s, a) onto { Z e M<'- '•6) | Im Z e G, } and
^%(g, s, s) onto { Z e M"' ••c} \ Im Z e A(g, s, s) }. Since M"' •'6> is contained in the" closure
of the interior of M*'- *•t) in H,, and since (i) is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.8,
all the assertions of Theorem 4.9 follow, n
Let (lXi],[^]) be in ^r'l.6!' x ^•'^', where (s^, c^) belongs to A,
ft
for k = 1,2. We know from Section 1 that ^(^(R) x ^(K), S2) is dense in
^WK) x ^(R), S2) if and only if ^(^(R) x ^(R), S2) = ^(^(R) x ^(R), S2).
Moreover, by Proposition 3.8, if these equivalent conditions are satisfied then e^ = eg = 1.
We shall now study the sets
^(gn h, gs, h) =

{ (IXJ, [^2]) 6^x..i,i> x ,^..,.1) ( ^(^(R) x ^(R)) = ^(^(R) x ^(K)) }
with (^, 1) in A^ for A! = 1, 2, and
^(^ ^ = {[S-] e^-'.1' | nWK) X ar(K)) = ^(^(R) x ^-(R)) }

with (s, 1) in A,. The proofs of our next two theorems apply the full strength of the
results described in Examples 4.2 and 4.5, and Theorems 4.3, 4.6, and 4.7. We shall
freely use the notation introduced in these statements. We shall also frequently refer
to equalities (1.9) of Section 1. The reader will notice that Theorems 4.10 and 4.11
combined together are equivalent to Theorem 1.14.
Theorem 4.10. — The sets 3i(\, 1) and ^(2, 2) we infinite countable, while the set ^(2, 1)
is uncountable.

Proof. — Case 3l(\, 1). The conclusion concerning Qi(\, 1) is proved in [9, Corollary 1.6].
Case S(2, 2). — We shall first exhibit an infinite sequence V of distinct elements
of M'2-2-" such that G(Zj, ZQ = Mat(2 X 2, Z) f o r j = 0, 1, 2, ... Define V by
V = ^ M' + V^~\ T,

/i^ o\0\

^(o o)-

.

Tl=

_ _ _ _ l(3

^^

2

\ i

r^
0^
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Obviously, V belongs to M12'2'11. We shall study Z3 with the help of the following table:
G
/I

GI
/8

1\

/ 8

(o o)

( 7 -J

(,

,)

( a ^(s 4)

/O

/ 3

- 1\

/2

- 1\

(o o)

( 2 -i)

(o

o)

( 4 s)^^ 12)

/O

0\

/ 6

- 1\

/5

2\

/ 5

2\

\\ o)

[ 5

- \]

[o

OJ

[l6

9f

/ 0

0\

/O

0\

/ 3

9\

[o

1\

0\
\]

/II

H

-3\

/O

0\

Gg

\0

o)

[o

/ 5

of

4\

/ 9

14\

/ 6

6\

18\

./ 6

4\

V8

12/

/ 4

12\

J

J

[ 9 n]

\12

36j

The first column of the table contains the canonical generators of the module
Mat(2 X 2,Z). We claim that each of these generators belongs to C(Z^Z 3 ); in
other words, C(Z3', Z3) == Mat(2 X 2,Z). Indeed, equalities (1.9) are satisfied for
Mi == Mg == M3, TI === Tg = T3, and C, Gi, G^, H in each row of the table. Thus
the claim is proved. We thank Joost van Hamel for helping us in the computation of
GI, Gg, and H in the above table.
We can now complete the proof of the case under consideration. Applying Theorem 4.3, choose a curve ^j such that [^'] is in ^12J1) and ^(D^']) = Z^'. Let
X3 == ^'(R). It follows from the claim and Theorem 4.7 that

74(X3 x XQ == ^(X3 x XQ

for j == 0, 1, 2, . . .

This shows that the set ^(2,2) is infinite. Obviously, ^(2,2) c ^(2, 2, 1) and, by
Theorem 4.9, ^(2,2, 1) is a countable set. Hence ^(2,2) is infinite countable and
the proof is finished.
Case 2(2, 1). — Let
Z,=^M,+vC-[T,,
where
/I

0\

-

(

3
,

\
1\

^'(o i)' ^^ \ J'

3
TeR

-

T

^'

Then Z.y belongs to M*21111' and, in view of Theorem 4.3, there exists an algebraic
curve ^ over R such that [^] is in ^a2'1'" and MadXy]) = Zy. Let X^ = ^(R)
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and let ^: Mat(2 X 2, Z) -^(X^ x Xy) be the epimorphism of Theorem 4.7. By
Theorem 4.7 (iv), one has ZC + Ker T^ = Mat(2 X 2, Z), where
C=

/I

0\

\0

0)

Hence, by Theorem 4.7 (i), in order to prove that TC^(X^ X X,) == TC^X^ X X^) it
suffices to show that G belongs to G(Z.y, Z^). The latter holds since equalities (1.9)
are satisfied for M^ = Mg = M^, T^ = Tg == T^,,
.

/I 0\

/

^U-

0 0\

/- 1 - 1\

^(-i ,)•

^ o

,)•

H

5\

H=

^)-

It follows that S'(2, 1) is uncountable. D
We shall now deal with the sets ^(^, ^; g^, ^) for 1 ^ ^ <$ 2, 1 < ^2 ^ 2. Without
loss of generality we may assume, and always do so below, that gi^ gz, and if g^ == g^,
then ^ ^ j-2. Thus we have precisely 6 distinct sets to consider; they are listed in our
next result.
Theorem 4 . 1 1 . — (i) The sets ^ ( 1 , 1 ; ! , ! ) , ^ ( 1 , 1 ; 2, 2), and ^(2, 2; 2, 2) are
infinite countable.

(ii) The sets Q{\, 1; 2, 1) and Q>{2, 1; 2, 1) aw uncountable.
(iii) FAc wf ^(2, 1; 2, 2) is infinite.
Proof. — Case 3>(\, 1; 1, 1). A full description of^(l, 1; 1, 1) is given in [9, Corollary 1.8]. In particular, this set is infinite countable.
Case Q(\, 1; 2, 2). — For eachj = 0, 1, 2, ... define Z{ and Z^ by
71

—— _ A/?'

—'I — n •"•'•I

I

I/__

r V —

1

HP?

1 A

^ »

7»

__

l

ATI-

^2 — o •IV12

_l_

l

. * / 1

V —

l

rp,

1

2i

where
Mi = 1,

^=C

Tf = ^ Vl27T^,

°l

V) 0;

T^Vl27T^(2

\1 2^

By construction, Z^' belongs to M11'1'" and Z^ belongs to M'2'2'". We claim that
C(Zi', Z^) == Mat(l X 2, Z). Indeed, consider the following table:

C
( . 0)
(0,1)
1

GI
(0, 1)
(0,0)

Gg
(0, 3)
(-1,-2)

H
(2, 0) + 3j(3, 2)
(2, 4) + 3/(2, 4)
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The first column of the table contains the canonical generators of the module
Mat(l x 2 , Z ) . Equalities (1.9) are satisfied for Mi = M[, T^ = T[, M^ = M^
1*2 = T^, and G, G^, G^, H in each row of the table. Hence the claim is proved.
Using Example 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, choose curves SE{ and X{ such that [^f]
is in ^^l\ Mi([^]) == Zi, [^] is in ^ 2t2tl) , and ^([^]) = Z^. It follows from
the claim and Theorem 4.6 that ^(^'(R) X ^(R)) = ^(^(R) X ^(R)) for
j == 0, 1, 2, ... This shows that the set ^(1, 1 $ 2, 2) is infinite. Gountability of 2(1, 1; 2, 2)
follows from Proposition 4.12 below.
Gz^ ^(2, 2; 2, 2). — Obviously ^(2, 2) is contained in ^(2, 2; 2, 2). Since, by
Theorem 4.10, ^(2, 2) is an infinite set, ^(2, 2$ 2, 2) is infinite as well. Gountability
of ^(2, 2$ 2, 2) follows from Proposition 4.12 below.
Case ^(1, 1;2, 1). —Let
Z =l^M
T,
M+
+ V~^l
V^TT,

Z^
T^,
Z, =
=l^M^
M^++V^\
V^TT^,

where
M=l>

T=

/3

V3

^'

0\

^-(o ,)•

A

T,=V3(2

<1

/I

,

yeR,

y^|.

V/

Then Z belongs to M^1^ and Z^ belongs to M^^. By Example 4.2 and Theorem 4.3,
there exist algebraic curves X and ^ over R such that [^] is in^g1111^ Mi([^]) == Z,
[^] is in ^l•l), and ^([^]) = Z Y• Let x = ^(R). and XY == ^(K). and let
Tig: Mat(l x 2,Z) -^TT^X x Xy) be the epimorphism of Theorem 4.6. By Theorem 4.6 (iii), we have ZG + Kerr^ == Mat(l x 2, Z), where G = (1, 0). Thus, by
Theorem 4.6 (i), in order to prove that TT^(X x Xy) == TC^X X Xy) it suffices to show
that C belongs to C(Z, Z.y). The last condition is satisfied since equalities (1.9) hold
for Mi = M, Ti == T, M, = M^, T, = T^, G = (1, 0), G^ = (0, 0), G^ = (- 2, - 1),
H = (3, 2). We conclude that the set ^(1, 1; 2, 1) is uncountable.
Case ^(2, 1:2, 1). — Since ^(2, 1; 2, 1) contains the uncountable set ^(2, 1),
it is itself uncountable.
Case ^(2, 1; 2, 2). — We conjecture that this set is uncountable, but are only
able to prove that it is infinite. Let
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where
/I

0\

/I

^(o i)'

0\

^-(o o)-

T; = ViSj + 3 '
V

1\

_/31'

,

-H - V12/+S 2

4

/

\'

2.

for j = 0, 1, 2, ... Then Z{ belongs to M'2'1-" and Z^ belongs to M*2-2-". By Theorem 4.3, we can find algebraic curves S~{ and SC^ over R such that [^] is in ./^2>1>1)
"zdXl) = z^ 1X1 " in^- 2 -" and ^((Xl) = Z^. Let X{ = ^(R) and X^ = ^(R),
and let Tga : Mat(2 X 2, Z) -^ ^(X^ X X^) be the epimorphism of Theorem 4.7. By
Theorem 4.7 (iii), we have ZGi + ZCg + Ker Tgz = Mat(2 X 2, Z), where
Ci==

/I

0\

\0

O/

and

€2=

/O

1\

\0

O/

By Theorem 4.7 (i), in order to prove ^(X^" x X^) = ^(Xjj X X^) it suffices to show
that GI and Cg are in G(Z^, Z^). To this end, let us consider the following table:

G
/I

GI

Gz

H

0\

/-I

0\

/- 2

- 1\

\0 O/

\- 1

OJ

\0

O/

\4 3/

/O

/

/

0\

/5 9\

1\

1 - 1\

0

H

5\

, /9

6\

\6

4/

/6

12\

J

(, o) ( 4 J ( o -2) (5 J^-i ,)
Since equalities (1.9) are satisfied for M^ == M^, T^ == T^, M^ = M^, Tg = T^,
and G, Gi, Ga, H m each row of the table, it follows that Ci and Cg belong to C(Z^ Z^).
We conclude that the set ^(2, 1 $ 2, 2) is infinite.
The proof of the theorem is now complete, except that in two cases above we
referred to Proposition 4.12. D
Given two algebraic curves 3E^ and ^2 over ^ wlt!1 ^i == ^\W
nonempty, let us set

r(^i, ^2) == ^(Xi x x,)/^(Xi x x,).
Clearly, r(^\, ^2)

ls a

fi11116 (resp. trivial) group if and only if

rank ^(X^ X Xg) = rank TT^XI X Xg)
(resp. ^(Xi x X^) = ^(Xi x X,)).

an

d Xg == ^(R)
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Proposition 4.12. — Let (^, .yj be in {(1, 1), (2, 2) } for k = 1, 2. 7^ ^ ^
^tel? •?i; ^23 ^2) ^^ ^
{([^iL 1X2]) e^R71'81^ X^ 2 ' 8 2 ' 1 ^?^,^) ^ a finite group of odd order}
is infinite countable.
Proof. — Clearly, the set ^(^i, s^, g^y s^) contains ^(gi,s^g^,s^) and therefore
is infinite by the proof of Theorem 4.11 (note that infinity of ^(^15 ^i; ^g? ^2) was established without any reference to Proposition 4.12). We shall show countability of
^(^i, ^i;^2) ^2) by proving the following stronger assertion.
Assertion. — If ([^], [^]) is in <?(^, ^;^, ^2) and Z^ = ^([^]) for k = 1, 2,
then the entries of the matrix Im Z^ belong to some quadratic extension of Q^.
Without loss of generality we may assume that g^ ^ g^. This leads to three cases,
which are considered below.
Case <?(!, 1; 1, 1). — The assertion is proved in [9, Corollary 1.8].
Case <;?(!, 1;2,2). — The group Mat(l X 2, Z)/C(Zi, Zg) is isomorphic to
r^i,^) (cf. Theorem 4.6 (i), (ii)). If r(^i, SK^ is of odd order, then C(Zi, Zg)
contains elements Q&, 0) and (0, q) for some odd integers p and q. Let
1

.__

1 /I

0\

,__ (a b\

z,^+.^T, z^-^ ^)+V-i(, J.
Then a, a, b, c are strictly positive real numbers. Substituting G = (/», 0), M, = 2 Re Z,,
T, = Im Z,, i = 1, 2, into equations (1.9) defining C(Zi, Z^), one gets
(4.12.1)

(/>, 0) - 4^a(a, &) e 2Z X 2Z

(4.12.2)

/>(a, &) + j&a(l, 0) = 2(a^ + bg^ - a^, ^ + cg^ - a^)

y
for some ^, ^' in Z, i = 1, 2. From (4.12.1) one deduces that a = -, 6 = sa for some r, ^
in Q\{0}. Substituting this into (4.12.2) one gets
^{P - 2^i - 2sg,) + r{p + 2g[) = 0.
2

Therefore a is in Q^ (otherwise^ + 2^i == 0 which is impossible, p being odd). It follows
that a, a and b are in some quadratic extension of Q,. Substituting G = (0, q) into the
first equation in (1.9), one obtains that 2gw is in Z, which implies that c is in the same
quadratic extension of Q, as a.
Case <?(2, 2; 2, 2). — Again, the groups Mat(2 X 2, Z)/G(Zi, Z^) and r(^i, ^3)
are isomorphic (cf. Theorem 4.7 (i), (ii)). If the latter is of odd order, then G(Zi, Z^)
must contain matrices

r °)' r °)
\0

O/

\0

a]
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for some odd integers p and q. Let

z - } I 1 °\-,-v—i h h} 7
^-^o (T^L J-

l 1

! °^ ^-;h ^

^(o o}+v~\. J-

where the entries o^, p,;, y^ are strictly positive real numbers for k = 1, 2. Substituting
M^ = 2 Re Z^, T^ = Im Z^,
C=(p

°\

\o o/

into (1.9), one gets
/4o(i a, — 1 4a, B«\

(4.12.3)

/>

e2Mat(2x2,Z)
\

(4124)

4jBia2

J'^^
\

Pi

4pipJ
^2/^+^+^+^

*\

0;

^'

\

»

where m, n, f, s are in Z and * stands for the entries which are of no interest to us. It
follows from (4.12.3) that ^ =^/(4^), ^ = 2t^d, ^ = r^, where d, t are in Z,
d is odd, and r is in Q\{ 0 }. Substituting these into (4.12.4), one gets
a^-2/-^L%.

This implies that o^ is in %, p and d being odd integers. Hence 04, and therefore 03,
Pi, Pa are in some quadratic extension of Q,.
Finally, substituting
/O

0\

\0

q]

C=

into the first equation in (1.9), one obtains
-

/Pl?2

PlY2\

2q[
e Mat(2 X 2, Z),
\Yi ?2 Yi Y2/
which implies that yi and y2 are also in the same quadratic extension of Q, as a. This
completes the proof.
Let us mention that a more careful computation demonstrates that the matrices Z^
and Za considered above have all entries in the quadratic field Q, (V— d), where d is
a positive integer satisfying d = 3 (mod 4). D
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Remark 4.13. — Gombining Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.12, one sees immediately that for (^, ^) in { (1, 1), (2, 2) }, k == 1, 2, the set
{ ([ay, [ay) e^1^1'1' X ^02f92fl) | W, By is finite of even order }
is uncountable. D
Example 4.14. — Let

1 ,
,__,
Z^(1+V^T)

1 /I 0\
,__ / 5
Z,-^ o)^-1

>nd

\

1

1
2

>

Then Z^ belongs to M^^ for A = 1, 2. We claim that
C(Zi, Zg) = { (2%, m) e Mat(l x 2, Z) | n, m e Z }.
Indeed, G == (1, 0) (resp. G == (2, 0)) is in G(Z^, Zg) since equalities (1.9) are satisfied
for G == (0, 1), GI == (0, 0), G, = ( - ! , - 2), H == (1, 2) (resp. G = (2, 0), G^ - (1, 0),
Gg = (— 1, 0), H = (3, 1)). On the other hand, (1, 0) is not in C(Zi, Zg) as can be
seen by a direct and simple computation. Thus the claim is proved. By Example 4.2
and Theorem 4.3, there exists an algebraic curve SK^ over R such that [B^] is in ^^1)
and Mjb([^J) = Z^ for k = 1, 2. Applying Theorem 4.6, one obtains r(^\, ^s) ^ Z/2.
In other words, there exists a connected component Y of ^i(R) X ^W suc^ A^
a continuous map/: a\(R) X ^(R) -> S2 is homotopic to a regular map if and only
if deg(/| Y) is even. D
We shall conclude this section by considering the group 7r^(X X X) for algebraic
curves 3C over R (given by specific equations) with X = ^*(R) connected and s(^) = 1.
By Proposition 3.8, we have TT^X X X) = TC^X x X) ^ Z, and hence
T^(X x X) == (B(X) ^(X x X)

for some uniquely determined nonnegative integer (B(X). In other words, a continuous
map/: X X X -> S2 is homotopic to a regular map if and only ifdeg(/) is a multiple
of (3(X). Note that (B(X) = &(X x X), where &(—) is the invariant introduced in
Section 1 in the paragraph containing the definition of?^—). We have three examples:
the first one deals with a curve of genus 2, while the remaining two are concerned with
curves of genus 3.
Example 4.15. — Let 3C be the algebraic curve over R given by the affine equation
V2 = ^ — 1. We already know that [3T] belongs to J(^^ and u^[3T]) = Z, where
Z==^M+V^TT,
M==

/i 0\
o\
/I
\0 1;

and

ii

/2 1\r
/2

T ====— — — '

2V3U

2/
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(cf. the proof of Proposition 4.4). Let X = ^(R) and let ^; Mat(2 X 2, Z) -> TC^X x X)
be the epimorphism of Theorem 4.7. Identifying TC^X X X) with Z, we obtain from
Theorem 4.7 (iv) that T^ is necessarily of the form
^22(G) = ±

S <•„
1,^-1

for G = (<;„) in Mat(2 X 2, Z). Moreover, by Theorem 4.7 (i), we have
T^(G(Z, Z)) = (3(X) Z.
For
G-

/a &\
\c

d

in Mat(2 X 2, Z), one has
MGM — 4TGT == G - 4TGT =

1 /a + 2b + 2c + d

2a + b + c + 2 a\

3\2a+&+c+2fl a+2A+2c+<J'
If G is in C(Z, Z), then MGM - 4TCT is in 2 Mat(2 X 2, Z) and hence
a + d = 0 (mod 2), b + c = 0 (mod 2); in particular, ^(C) = 0 (mod 2). Therefore
P(X) must be even. On the other hand, MC(, M — 4TGo T is in 2 Mat(2 X 2, Z) for
2

- 1\

.-1

2;

Co=

which easily implies that 2Go belongs to C(Z, Z). Since Tg^Co) == ± 4, we conclude
that p(X) = 2 or p(X) = 4. a
Example 4.16. — Let Jf be the Klein quartic curve given by the equation
^y +jy3 z + z3x = 0. Here we regard Jf as an algebraic curve over R. It can be
shown by a rather lengthy computation that Z = - M + V— 1 T, where

M=

(

1 0 0\

0 1 0 | and

/

0 0 I/

/3 2 2\
T == —1-^ ( 2 3 2 I,

2 V 7 (\ 2

r

2 3/

is a period matrix of Jf. Furthermore, if ^ is the Jacobian variety of ^T, then one can
find an isomorphism 0 : W^ -> ^ of principally polarized Abelian varieties over R
such that

L(jr,<Dc)=z(ij

w
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with K =JT(R). In particular, [Jf] is in^3'1^ (cf. [14] or [26, Lemma 7.1]), and
ifr : Mat(3 x 3, Z) -> TC^K x K) is the epimorphism of Theorem 3.9 and if^K X K)
is identified with Z, then Theorem 3.9 (ii) implies
T(G) = ± S .,
i, 3 = 1

for C = (^,) in Mat(3 X 3, Z). Therefore, by Theorem 3 . 9 (i),
T(C(Z, Z)) = j3(K) Z.
If C is in G(Z, Z), then MGM - 4TGT == C - 4TGT is in 2 Mat(3 X 3, Z), and a
straightforward calculation demonstrates that r(G) = — r(C — 4TCT). Thus r(G) is
even, which implies that (B(K) is even. On the other hand, MG() M — 4TGo T is in
2 Mat(3 X 3, Z) for
/

10

0 0\

Co = I - 4 0 0 [,
< - 4 0 O/
which implies that 2Co is in C(Z, Z). Clearly, r(2Co) = ± 4 and therefore (B(K) = 2
or p(K) = 4. D
Example 4.17. — Let ^ be the Fermat curve ^ 4-^ = ^, viewed as an algebraic
curve over R. Clearly, F^ == <^;(R) is connected. It is proved in [9, Example 1.14]
that (B(Fi) = ^(F^) - 0, [B(FJ == 1 for A odd satisfying k ^ 3, and 1 ^ (B(F^) ^ 2 for
k even, A ^ 4. We assert that (^4) = 2.
Let ^4 be the Jacobian variety of ^4. It can be shown (we do not include the
necessary calculations here) that Z = . M + A/— 1 T, where
/I
M == I 0
0

0 0\
1 0)
0

I/

/2
and

T ==

!

1 1\

( 1 2
\1

1 ),

1 1,

is a period matrix of ^4, and there is an isomorphism 0 : @^ -^ *^4 °f polarized Abelian
varieties over R such that

L(F,,Oc)=z|l).
.!/
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Arguing as in Example 4.16, we see that if T : Mat(3 X 3, Z) ^Z is defined by
^(C)= 2 ^
*, 1 - 1

for C == (c.,.) in Mat(3 X 3, Z), then
T(C(Z, Z)) = p(F,) Z.
In order to prove our assertion it suffices to show that p(F,) 4= 1. Equivalently,
we shall demonstrate that there is no matrix

(

G=

a b c\
d

e /

g

h if

in Mat(3 X 3, Z) satisfying the following conditions:
(4.17.1)

T(C) = a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i ^ l ,

(4.17.2)

G - 4TCT e 2 Mat(3 x 3, Z),

(4.17.3)

CT + TC = 2(Gi T - TG^)
for some G^ == (^,,) and Ga = (&,) in Mat(3 X 3, Z).

Suppose that G satisfying (4.17.1), (4.17.2)
(fly) = C — 4TGT, then from (4.17.2) one gets

and

(4.17.3)

an = 3a + 2{b + c + d + g) + e +f+ h + i == 0 (mod 2).
In particular,
(4.17.4)

fl + e +f+ h + i = 0 (mod 2).

Let (6.,) == CT + TG and ((/„) = 2(G, T - TG^). Then
hi = 2a + | {b + c + d + g),
^n = 2 ^ii - ,?;i + ^ (^ + ^, - ^ - g'^\
Since, by (4.17.3), ^ = </„, it follows that
(4.17.5)

b + c + d + g s 0(mod2).

exists.

If
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Adding (4.17.4) and (4.17.5), one gets
a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i = 0(mod2),

which contradicts (4.17.1). Thus the assertion is proved. D
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